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For my grandma, who never was,
but could have been a Frida at heart.
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1. Bad News
The storm raged outside. The driving rain raced through
the air and fat droplets pattered against the window. On
the street below, a delivery van drove through a deep
puddle at a snail’s pace with his windscreen wipers on the
highest setting; a young man flitted across the pavement,
desperately trying to control his umbrella. Dark clouds
swallowed up most of the daylight and loud thunder regularly drowned out the wind’s lashes.
Frida sat next to the round kitchen table in her small
flat, nursing a cup of tea and staring out of the window
lost in thought. Frida was 82 years old, had no pets and
didn’t own a car or a bicycle.
She used to work as an English teacher at a grammar
school. She had liked her job and saw it as a privilege and
a special challenge to teach young people the beauty and
power of language. If it had been up to her, she would
have carried on working for a number of years but the law
spoke against it. Very strange, these laws that prohibited a
passionate teacher from working.
Her life as a pensioner was quite unspectacular. She
spent most of her time alone in her one-bedroom apartment on the third floor. Her age was starting to take its
toll – her back was often tired and ached, her knee
pinched and even the slightest of colds had her bedridden
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for days on end. She had always spent a lot of time in
town, in cafes, with friends or at the theatre, but over the
course of the years she had become more and more withdrawn. Thanks to her fancy tablet and supermarkets offering an easy online delivery service, she didn’t even have to
leave the house to go shopping. She had made herself
comfortable at home.
A few big twigs flew across the street and a flash of
lightning lit up the sky in the distance. Frida sipped at her
tea and sighed. She would have loved to go outside and
dance in the rain. She wasn’t in the mood for a cold,
though, nor did she want to run the risk of possibly slipping and falling. And, besides, she had never seen an old
lady dancing in the rain before. Perhaps it just wasn’t appropriate. If only she were young again, just for a few moments.
At least her eyesight hadn’t abandoned her yet, for
which she was very grateful. This allowed her to continue
nurturing her love for language by reading books. And
Frida read a lot of books, she was a real bookworm. It
didn’t matter to her whether it was a sad or a happy story,
a crime novel, a classic or even a children’s book – she
just loved gliding along with the sentences, seeing the
words dance and getting lost in another’s world of
thoughts. She had already started devouring books when
she was a little girl, and her mother had always joked that
she fed on letters more than she did on food. At her age
especially, reading was a marvellous gift because her
books kept her spirits moving, even though she got out a
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lot less these days. Each printed page set her off on a journey of thoughts and gave her the chance to discover new
things and to forget her loneliness and pain for a while.
Let alone the catastrophic state of the world.
Loud thunder made her windows shake. It was immediately followed by a second thunderclap. The storm tore at
branches and the torrential rain pelted against the window
panes. Frida set her half-empty cup down on the table and
turned on the radio. She liked listening to the radio and
would have done so more often if it weren’t for the constant stream of bad news.
“As has been the case in recent years, this late summer sees
enormous areas of the Amazon burning,” the radio presenter
announced soberly. “The Brazilian government has promised to
increase firefighting efforts.” This devastating report was
promptly followed by, “Football: on the fourth matchday of
the…”
Frida turned the radio off again and fell back into her
chair, shaking her head. She was stunned by how common
these horrific news events had become. The lungs of the
Earth were burning and, yet, the topic of football was discussed with the next breath. Shouldn’t people just drop
everything right there on the spot upon hearing that the
Earth’s lungs were on fire? Frida just couldn’t understand,
or maybe she didn’t want to understand.
And after all, the burning rainforest wasn’t the only serious problem the Earth faced. The Arctic was burning
too. The Arctic! Too much coal and oil was still being
burnt on a daily basis, with horrific consequences for the
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air we all breathe and the climate we all live in. The consumerist and packaging craze had led to containers full of
rubbish shipping around the world only to pollute land
and water elsewhere. Rivers were being poisoned, forests
killed and mountains violated; innocent people were
drowning, polar bears were starving and children were dying of thirst. Add to that numerous bloody conflicts, the
rise of racism, life-threatening epidemics, increasing
poverty and growing fear. What was happening to the
world?
Of course there had been wars and natural catastrophes
in the past, too, Frida was aware of that; but the scale of
destruction seemed to increase with each passing year. In
the meantime, humans were no longer just a threat to
their immediate neighbours, but to the living beings of the
entire planet!
For Frida, the news channels reporting on global horrors 24 hours a day were the worst. The world’s drama
had taken on the format of a never-ending entertainment
programme. Fortunately Frida didn’t watch a lot of television, especially those kinds of channels. Nevertheless, she
was well aware of the sad reality. A reality that was becoming clearer with every year, with every day, by the
hour: the world was broken.
As the next thunder rumbled, Frida got up to get some
ointment for her pinching knee. Back in the kitchen, she
filled her teacup and sank back into her chair. She rolled
up her trouser leg and began massaging the soothing
cream into her knee.
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If only there were a healing salve for the ailing world,
she thought. She would gently massage it into our Earth,
as much as needed, any time of day or night. But there
was no such miracle balm, not that she knew of, anyway.
It left her feeling completely helpless against the destruction of the environment. She found herself increasingly
worried – about that little bit of future still awaiting her,
and more so about the livelihood of those who still had a
lot of time left on this Earth. She would love nothing
more than to help turn things around or at least make
them better. But how was that supposed to work? What
was one single, old lady going to change? Nothing.
When she had finished treating her knee, Frida rested
the teacup in her hand and let her eyes wander to the
scenes outside her window.
The storm raged on.
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2. Looking Away
The next morning, the wind had dropped and it had
stopped raining. Here and there, a few rays of sunlight
even managed to find small gaps to shine through a
blanket of clouds. Frida decided to have breakfast on the
balcony. It wasn’t all that big, but there was enough space
for a foldaway table and two wooden chairs. One chair
would have been enough as she rarely had visitors, but
Frida enjoyed the empty chair’s company. Sometimes
she’d imagine her husband sitting next to her and looking
up at the sky with her. He had passed away a long time
ago, but she would have loved to have spent a little time
on the balcony with him.
After breakfast she lingered for a little while longer,
sipped a second cup of tea and embraced the warm sun
on her skin. She thought back to some of the beautiful
moments she had experienced with her husband, a nostalgic smile on her face. Their exciting trip to Nepal – how
long ago had it been? Twenty years, a little more perhaps.
The many winter nights spent in front of the open fire,
telling each other stories. Or the time they had planted an
apple tree in a wild garden and promised one another
everlasting love – it had been so long ago, and yet it felt
like yesterday. She missed him.
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The church bells rang in the distance. It was ten o’clock.
Frida got up, cleared the table and disappeared into the
bathroom to get ready. She planned on finally going to
visit her former colleague again. They had taught at the
same school and had stayed in touch after retiring. But
while Frida was still capable of living independently at her
old age, her colleague had been less fortunate.
A quarter of an hour later, Frida closed her apartment
door behind her and took the elevator down to the
ground floor. She was going to have to hurry a little to
reach the bus stop in time. Number 19 arrived two
minutes late as usual and stopped directly in front of her.
Frida got on, bought her ticket and found a free seat behind the driver’s cabin. She now had eight stops to look
out of the window, observe the town passing by, and prepare herself for what was to come.
At first she had gone to see her colleague every week,
but her visits had lessened over time. Sometimes she even
caught herself wishing she no longer had to visit, but this
feeling was always followed by a guilty conscience, and
she’d always end up making her way back to see her. It
was the least she could do, but often it was frustrating because her old friend had already checked out into another
world a while ago.
The bus came to a halt with a quiet squeak and Frida
got off. After a short walk she reached her destination: the
old people’s home. She entered the two-storey building
through a glass sliding door, passed the doorman and
paused in the entry hall for a moment. A few residents
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rode around in their wheelchairs, some stood in small
groups chatting away, and two tables were taken up by
card games. If it hadn’t been for the white-clad nurses and
carers, the scene could have been mistaken for a regular
senior’s meet-up at a nice bar. Some of the residents were
younger than Frida, so she didn’t attract any attention in
this unimposing environment. But unfortunately, it would
have been fruitless to look for her former colleague here.
She took the elevator to the first floor. Another doorman,
then a locked door. Frida pressed the buzzer and moments later a nurse opened it for her.
“Good morning,” she said.
“Good morning, Frida,” the young woman returned
her greeting in a friendly tone.
“And, how is she doing?”
“Oh, she’s had better days. You know how it is, the
seasonal changes are always hard on her.”
They walked along the hallway side by side. Even
though she had been here many times before, Frida still
couldn’t get used to the oppressive atmosphere on the
first floor. Everything seemed gloomy, the sound of
strange people echoed through the halls and the inescapable, appalling scent of decay was in the air. The
strategically placed air fresheners stood no chance against
it. Lifeless figures sat in front of some of the rooms, as if
someone had positioned them there to star in their own
cabinet of horrors. Breakfast flakes spilled out of the
mouth of an emaciated old man, while his fat neighbour
engaged in a lively conversation with a cactus. Compared
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to this place the cemetery seemed heavenly, in every sense
of the word.
“Did you hear about the fires in the Amazon?” the
nurse asked her.
“Yes,” Frida replied. “There’s just no end to the bad
news.”
“No, unfortunately not.”
“Sometimes it really scares me to see what’s happening
to the world.”
“I get that. It scares me too.”
They silently glanced at each other for a moment, then
said their goodbyes. Frida knocked on the open door of
room 27. She entered without waiting for an answer. No
one was going to answer anyway.
Frida’s old friend had been living in the senior centre’s
nursing ward for several years. She suffered from severe
Parkinson’s, and could neither walk nor sit. Frida couldn’t
remember the last time she had seen her anywhere other
than in that bed. She smiled at her, and was met with a
confused look.
Her former colleague mumbled a few incomprehensive
words, then fixed her eyes on the ceiling. Frida sat on a
chair next to her bed and started sharing the latest news
from her life – knowing full well that her old friend wasn’t
going to register much more than the cactus had of the fat
woman’s monologue. She told her about the last warm
summer evenings, the storm and a nice movie she had recently seen.
While she spoke in a gentle tone, there was a knock at
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the door and a doctor entered. He greeted them both and
went about listening to his patient’s heart and lungs. Frida
wasn’t familiar with this doctor. She had heard he was
from Spain. Most of the centre’s staff came from different
countries. The nurse she had spoken to on arriving was
from Ethiopia; other nurses and carers were from Hungary, Greece and Syria. And the lovely cook who had been
working there from the beginning was from India. Frida
couldn’t understand why so many people would want to
see all borders closed, and all foreigners chased out of the
country. It was wonderful to have people from different
parts of the world gathered here. She couldn’t care less
about what someone looked like or where they came
from. What mattered were their actions. The staff at the
old people’s home were all taking care of her bedridden
colleague – why should people like this be kicked out of
the country?
The doctor reached for the patient report at the foot of
the bed and skimmed it. Frida let her eyes wander around
the room and finally rested them on the TV. The sound
was muted but the images loudly flickered across the
screen. They were the same as on every other channel:
refugee boats, floods and wild fires.
“Terrible, isn’t it?” she said to the doctor, pointing at
the screen.
The doctor turned for a split second, shook his head
and went back to the patient report.
“I try to avoid the news,” he said in an indifferent tone.
“I see enough sorrow at work every day, I don’t need
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more to depress me.”
Frida glanced at the patient, who still lay staring at the
ceiling, motionless.
“Yes, I understand,” she said, “but surely you still follow what’s going on in the world. Doesn’t it scare you?”
“Why should I be afraid of something I can’t change
anyway?”
“Do you really think there’s nothing you can do?”
After all, he was a doctor, she thought, not just an old
lady.
He shook his head once more and put the clipboard
with the report back into its place. He sat on the edge of
the bed and looked at Frida.
“The only people who can change anything are the
ones at the top: the politicians, the wealthy, maybe even
God. But me? No, I can’t save the world. And that’s why
it’s better to just ignore all the drama. Or are you determined to be unhappy?”
He winked at her and got up.
“She’s doing well considering the circumstances. No
need for you to worry,” he said, leaving the room and
Frida behind with the muted television and her half-dead
former colleague.
She pondered on the doctor’s words for quite a while
longer. Perhaps he was right, perhaps only the powerful
were capable of creating real change. And if that really
were the case, the doctor was doing the only sensible
thing by looking the other way and trying to be happy.
But Frida was not ready to accept that nothing could be
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done. Because there was always something to be done,
even if it were something small. She wasn’t sure where to
start, what her first steps might be. And even if she did
something – could an old, retired woman really make a
meaningful contribution towards the betterment of the
world? There was only one thing she knew for certain: as
attractive as it often was to look the other way, it had never made anything better.
Thoughtfully, she looked over to her old colleague,
then out of the window and up at the sky, catching the
hectic movements on the television screen in the corner
of her eye. She agreed with the doctor on one point: constantly being bombarded with these countless catastrophes wasn’t going to help anyone. If anything, it only
led to depression and when you’re depressed, it’s difficult
to change or improve something. Frida didn’t need the
permanent barrage of bad news to feel compassion for
nature and all its suffering creatures. What she needed was
a plan, or at least an idea, of how to transform her compassion into action.
She stood up and turned off the television. Then she
pulled the chair closer to the bed, sat down once more
and reached for her old friend’s hand. She responded by
slowly turning to face Frida and, for a second, it seemed
as though she were smiling. Frida smiled back at her but
the lucid moment had passed and she looked right
through her once more, her eyes empty.
While Frida continued to hold her hand, she suddenly
envied her friend. Her life was neither exciting nor partic18

ularly pleasant, but at least she no longer registered all the
bad news. She didn’t even have to ignore it, it simply did
not exist for her. Others had to make an effort to shut
reality out – her former colleague, on the other hand, lived
in another reality. But things were different for Frida. She
was aware of what was happening around her. And, because it moved her deeply, she was unable to ignore either
her ailing friend or the ailing world.
She gave her hand a loving squeeze, then pulled a book
from her bag and began reading to her.
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3. A New Spark of Hope
Two days later it was Friday. Frida loved Fridays! Not because it was the last day of her non-existent working week,
nor because Fridays somehow sounded like freedom. No,
she loved Fridays because that’s when her grandson Paul
always came to visit.
Paul was sixteen years old and her son’s only child.
Frida would have liked to have more children and preferably lots of grandchildren, but that was a wish she hadn’t
been granted. Her relationship with her son was tense –
she perceived him as arrogant and self-obsessed, and he
had strange political views to boot. He worked a lot and
only had time for her on Christmas Day. She got along
with her daughter-in-law, who was a nice and friendly woman, but who unfortunately allowed herself to be bossed
around by her husband way too much. She was always doing chores for him, so she hardly ever had time to visit
either.
Paul was different. He had been coming to visit her on
Fridays since his elementary school days. And even
though his schedule had filled up through the years, he
had always kept his Fridays free for her. It had turned into
a special, weekly ritual that had only rarely been interrupted by holidays or sickness. Frida was grateful for his extraordinary loyalty. She loved his company, his silence, his
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laughter and that happy-family feeling he gave her. Therefore, it was hardly strange she looked forward to Fridays
with childlike excitement.
Paul always came for lunch directly after school, and
Frida always cooked his favourite meal for him: pasta casserole. Perhaps it was exactly this pasta casserole that had
inspired his loyalty, she thought at times. And seeing as
she wasn’t entirely sure, she had never changed their
weekly menu – just in case.
After lunch they usually went for a walk in the nearby
park. It was just a small park, it only took them about ten
minutes to cross from one side to the other. But some of
the trees that lined it were among the oldest trees in town.
They were much older than Frida! She had already marvelled at the old giants when she passed them as a little
girl, hand in hand with her grandmother. Back then, the
trees hadn’t formed part of a park but an entire forest.
Today, they were the last survivors of that forest.
Frida and Paul went to the park in almost any weather.
When it rained, the trees’ canopies offered them a protective roof, in the heat they lent them a cooling shade.
Sometimes they’d sit on one of the park benches for a
while and, if they remembered to bring birdseed, feed the
ducks in the small pond. But mostly they just strolled
around and talked about everything they saw and anything
that moved them. About school, which got on Paul’s
nerves while Frida missed it; about his parents, who also
got on Paul’s nerves and who Frida did not understand;
about the spooky characters on the first floor of the old
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people’s home, about strangers, friends and dreams. Frida
shared anecdotes from her long life: about the new beginnings after the war; the turbulent late sixties, which she
had experienced as a trainee teacher, joining protest
marches; or the happy times she spent with her husband.
She didn’t know whether her grandson was really interested in her stories, but they were part of her life. And just
in case they did bore him, she always made an effort to
keep her stories short. She didn’t want to become one of
those grandmothers who delivered endless, exhausting
monologues about her past.
The doorbell rang just as the food was ready to be
served. Frida opened it, greeted Paul with a joyful hug and
ushered him into the kitchen.
While they ate, Paul secretly considered her with a pitying look. There was something he wanted to tell her;
something he was uncomfortable with. Frida sensed it,
she didn’t need to catch his eye. If she had known what
was weighing so heavily on his heart, she wouldn’t have
finished her meal so calmly. She couldn’t have known that
this would be their last Friday together for the foreseeable
future.
Paul brought the plates into the kitchen while Frida
slipped into a thin jacket. They left the apartment, took
the elevator down and walked along the street in the direction of the park. The sky was hidden behind grey
clouds and a crisp wind hinted at the coming of autumn.
Seeing as her grandson kept to himself, Frida led the
conversation. She enthused over the beautiful broad23

leafed trees, which were starting to change their colours,
and the wonderful sunsets they would be gifted soon. She
told him about the fat lady in the old people’s home, who
had spoken to the cactus so excitedly. Paul laughed for a
moment, then fell back into a heavy silence.
Once they reached the big, old beech tree towards the
northern end of the park, Frida stopped and looked her
grandson in the eyes.
“What’s wrong, Paul?”
He remained quiet for another moment, then dropped
his shoulders and shared his news.
“There’s this youth movement called Fridays for Future. Every Friday they protest for more climate protection. I’m going to take part in it too.”
“That’s amazing,” Frida replied immediately. She had
already heard about Fridays for Future on the radio. She
was glad to hear that her grandson had decided to get involved in protecting the planet.
“Unfortunately, it’s necessary. And it also means I
won’t be able to come and see you on Fridays anymore.”
Frida fell silent.
“Of course I’ll keep visiting you, it just won’t be on Fridays.”
She faked a smile. She had always known that their Fridays together wouldn’t stay holy forever, that he would
stop coming at some point. But she had hoped that their
ritual would continue at least until he finished school. Her
gaze sadly wandered into nothingness. What was there to
look forward to, if Fridays would become just like any
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other day of the week?
“I do have a lot on my plate, you know, school, sports,
friends and now the protests. But I promise I’ll come by
regularly. Maybe not every week but every second week!”
She smiled again, and this time it was genuine. She
didn’t blame her grandson, she was just disappointed to
be losing her beloved Fridays. But he was right: they could
see each other on any other day too. And in a few years,
Paul would probably end up moving away to study elsewhere, or go on a long journey, like he had always dreamt
of. It was probably a good thing for her to get used to different kinds of Fridays.
“Don’t worry about me,” she finally said. “If you have
time to come and visit, that’s great – doesn’t matter when
and how frequent. I completely understand you have
more important things to do.”
“Oh grandma, but that doesn’t mean that…”
“I know,” she interrupted him. “I’m important too.
And it makes me very happy to know that you want to
continue dropping by. But that’s life: sometimes someone
can be extremely important to you and, even so, there are
times when other things are more important.”
She gave him another grandmotherly smile, linked her
arm into his and then they continued walking.
“Tell me more about this movement and what it involves. I don’t know much about it yet.”
And so Paul started explaining the concept of Fridays
for Future. In many countries around the world, more and
more students were skipping school on Fridays. Instead of
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hitting the books and studying towards their own futures,
they hit the streets and fought for everyone’s future. Because the future was in danger – at least a healthy and
happy future that was still worth living. While the globe
was warming faster and faster, and the environment was
becoming increasingly affected, politicians and businesses
still prioritized talk of employment and industrial growth.
Environmental protection wasn’t entirely ignored, but
changes were happening much too slowly and tentatively.
That’s why young people had taken the initiative to insist
on a rapid change of attitudes and, most importantly, radical action. After all, the youngsters would be the ones to
suffer the consequences of environmental destruction the
most.
“Yes, it really is awful,” Frida said. “Have you heard
about the forest fires in the Amazon?”
Paul nodded and had to control himself to keep from
getting angry. They silently walked along the path, past
manicured grass patches and old trees.
“I think it’s great you’re trying to create change,” Frida
encouraged him. “What do your teachers think? Do they
support you?”
“So-so,” Paul said. “Some are happy to help, but most
of them just moan about it. They would rather focus on
the legal obligation of attending class and think it
shouldn’t be allowed for us to simply go on strike. But
what’s the point of studying for a future we are currently
transforming into hell? Shouldn’t environmental protection be a legal obligation?”
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Frida sighed. Her grandson was right. She was under
the impression that, in the circumstances, skipping school
was absolutely justified. In fact, this type of commitment
to the planet should be rewarded with good grades! If she
had still been a teacher, she would have definitely taken
the side of the protesters.
“And your parents?”
“My parents? You know my parents,” he replied in
frustration. “My dad says I shouldn’t bother with this
nonsense. He thinks the threat of climate change is totally
exaggerated. A conspiracy fuelled by the Green parties
who want to rob him of his freedom with restrictions.”
“Oh dear, always the same with your father,” Frida acknowledged, shaking her head.
“And my mother doesn’t necessarily deny that there are
problems, but she won’t do anything about them either.
She can’t even manage to separate the trash properly,” he
said, the incredulous look in his eyes letting his grandmother know just how appalled he was by his mother’s inaction. “I keep finding paper with plastic, plastic with paper. There’s no hope of her taking on more difficult challenges. And besides, she doubts my friends and I are capable of achieving anything.”
This made Frida think about her conversation with the
Spanish doctor, who had insisted that only the rich and
powerful were capable of change. She told Paul about it.
“That’s the problem,” he said. “Everyone thinks it’s up
to others to do something. And in the end, no one does
anything.”
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“And if no one does anything, things can’t get better,”
Frida added.
“No, they can’t. But there’s no time to wait for
someone to do something sometime. If things continue
this way, the world is going to drown in complete chaos in
ten to twenty years.”
Twenty years still seemed like a long way away to Frida.
She probably wouldn’t be alive by then, and even her
son’s generation wouldn’t experience much of all that
misery. However, she didn’t really have to look into the
future to see the damage being done – the daily news reports were already unbearable now. Even though there
certainly were ways of doing things differently. To live in
peace and harmony with nature.
They strolled past a small, much beloved playground.
Some children were on the swings and slides, others were
building sandcastles. Shortly after they reached the pond
and came to a stop right by the water. Frida pulled the
birdseed from her jacket pocket and started feeding the
ducks. Paul stood beside her, his hands buried in the
pockets of his hoodie.
“The time to act is now,” he said. “And that’s why
we’re going to continue to fight for our future by skipping
school and walking the streets with our banners, as long as
it takes for us to be heard and for things to change.”
He reached into the bag for a handful of seeds and started throwing them into the water too. And while they
stood by the water, lost in thought, Frida suddenly felt
resistance rise deep within her. Resistance against her own
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inactivity! She felt inspired by Paul and the other youngsters who had accepted responsibility and were fighting
against the destruction of nature. Against the destruction
of their own habitat! She too was done looking away and
merely waiting for help – most likely in vain!
“What can someone like me do?” she asked him.
“You want to do something?”
“Yes.”
Paul grinned.
“No problem. I’ll send you a list.”
“A list?”
“Yes. A list of actions.”
Frida’s eyes widened. ‘A list of actions’, she repeated in
her mind. Could it possibly be the same miracle salve she
had wished for? The first steps towards a healing journey?
She felt confidence and a new lust for life rising within
her, and gratefully patted Paul on the back. Her protesting
grandson had sparked new hope, hope in a broken world
that might still be able to heal.
As they started their walk back to Frida’s apartment a
while later, she was smiling. Though it was going to be
their last Friday together for a while, it was a very special
one.
It was the birth of a new Frida.
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4. Reality
Sat on the sofa with her tablet, Frida started researching
the climate crisis that same night. She already knew quite a
bit on the subject, but Paul had suggested she get a clear
picture of the precarious situation. That was the only way
she was going to learn about the true consequences of our
destructive lifestyles and everything that awaited us if we
continued on the same path. It was easy to underestimate
how powerfully and quickly these global catastrophes can
spread without having gained knowledge on the topic.
Frida had been born in the Second World War. She
didn’t remember much of the war itself, but recalled the
difficult times afterwards. And stories from her parents
and neighbours had brought home the horrors and hardships of conflict. These days the majority of people had
never experienced a war, and the possibility of hearing
first-hand reports from people who had witnessed this era
was getting smaller too. It seemed so surreal, a war on
one’s own doorstep.
It was similar with the concept of climate change: the
first victims were all far away – too far to really be afraid.
Instead of recognizing the urgency and acting accordingly,
most people liked to believe that things wouldn’t get that
bad. Frida recognized this thought too – she was worried,
but up until now her worries had not been big enough to
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ignite a feeling of urgency in her. And perhaps, even
worse than the lack of imagination where the impending
climate catastrophe was concerned, was the lack of a positive vision. How were people to live a happy life while
simultaneously solving all these massive problems? What
exactly would a better world look like?
While a heavy drizzle fell from the sky and the autumn
wind blew through the streets, Frida started surfing the internet. She read dozens of articles, studied diagrams and
prognoses, and watched several interviews with scientists.
She was amazed at how much there was to learn about the
climate crisis, and wondered why it hadn’t become the
main topic of conversation in daily life. It seemed to her
as if the scientists quietly did their work while others made
noise: business representatives, politicians, the travel industry. The world was headed towards the abyss, and yet
everyone was too preoccupied with work, relationship
troubles and cheap deals.
Frida sighed. The information she found online was
even more uncomfortable than the autumn weather outside of her window. The Earth’s atmosphere was becoming more heated and because of it the climate was completely losing its balance. Everything was intensifying:
heat, cold, rain, drought, storms and floods. Forest fires
and failed harvests were already increasing, we were reaching new temperature and precipitation records more frequently, and were often surprised by devastating storms.
The Arctic was shrinking while deserts grew, countless animals and plants were losing their habitats and becoming
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extinct. And that was only the beginning! The Arctic’s
melting ice caps were causing the sea level to rise – soon
whole islands would disappear and huge cities like New
York and Mumbai would become uninhabitable. No, not
next year, but the children of today had a good chance of
seeing metropolises submerged in their lifetime. Hundreds
of millions of people would be forced to flee from both
floods and a lack of water in this century. There would be
terrible famines, tropical diseases far from the tropics and
metre-high snow in Australia.
Frida couldn’t help but shake her head from time to
time. So many shocking reports and fear-inducing statistics. And the counter measures seemed hopeless. What
was the use of setting the goal of limiting global warming
by one and a half degrees when this goal had long since
become unobtainable? How much worse was it going to
get? Two degrees? Three? Four? Or even more?
At first people had thought one degree more or less
wasn’t going to pose that big a problem. So the summers
were going to be warmer – wasn’t that a welcome
thought? No, unfortunately not. Frida found a comparison that took her breath away: the Earth was a living organism, just like the human body; and, just as in the body,
a few degrees could mean the difference between health,
illness and death for the planet. Two degrees of global
warming didn’t mean two degrees more of summer feeling
in northern Europe, but worldwide climate chaos!
As soon as Frida started reading about the dangerous
tipping points, she was no longer flabbergasted but on the
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verge of panic. When certain thresholds are exceeded,
processes that can no longer be stopped are set in motion
– tipping points! When a plate is pushed towards the edge
of the table, for a while only the plate’s position changes,
but at some stage a critical point will be reached where the
plate tips and falls. Frida read that our climate system had
several tipping points. The thawing of permafrost soils,
for example: a quarter of the northern hemisphere’s land
surface was permanently frozen – if this soil were to begin
to thaw, gigantic quantities of methane gases would be released, which would accelerate global warming enormously. And not only that: these frozen grounds were
home to potentially highly dangerous viruses, for which
no one could offer a cure or a vaccine. People would lose
all control and would be left to watch planet Earth turn
into hell. At least for themselves – bacteria would thrive in
these new living conditions. And bacteria had every reason to live in joyful anticipation because the thawing had
already begun.
The more Frida researched, the more horrified she became, the more fearful she grew. She should have just put
her tablet to one side and found a less depressing activity
to engage in. But she wanted to follow her grandson’s advice and inform herself as best she possibly could. She
spent the whole weekend on the sofa and only took
breaks to make tea or food, and to sleep. She watched
documentaries, read up on current studies and dived
deeper into the topic of the climate crisis. She kept discovering new problems and worst-case scenarios which
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seemed to be on an unstoppable course. The world wasn’t
just sick, it was already attached to a drip in the intensive
care unit. And the worst part: it was only getting worse!
Where was the stop button that would put an end to this
madness?
Many scientists had already spent decades warning us
about the fact that humanity was moving towards an unprecedented catastrophe, so a rapid change to an environmentally compatible lifestyle was vital. But there were no
rapid changes to be seen. There were alternatives in the
form of renewable energy, clean production and sustainable diets but, up until now, these alternatives hadn’t really
been promoted. Instead, the poisonous economy kept on
growing and the emissions increased rather than decreased
– in other words, our society was responsible for speeding
up climate change.
Her research led Frida to different opinions, too. Some
people were convinced that these prognoses were completely unrealistic and that scientists were being overly
dramatic. Others insisted that the climate itself was solely
responsible for the change and that humans were too
small and weak to have a real influence. A lot of people
believed that propagation of environmental protection
was just another strategy introduced by the rich elite to
make even more profit and gain even more power. Frida
read of ‘climate lies’ and ‘evil conspiracies’.
But as enlightening as some things may have sounded,
Frida found a counter argument to every stance. The
numbers reached on measuring devices were glowing red,
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sounding their alarm, not the scientists; nobody denied
the fact that the climate changed of its own accord, but it
was humans who were responsible for accelerating the
process; and the rich, of course, pursued their own interests, but that did not change the fact that the total destruction of our environment was a serious threat to all
living things.
Frida wasn’t a scientist, so she couldn’t really know
whether everything she was reading was true. But she only
had to step outside her door and take a look around: so
many cars on the road and airplanes in the sky, so much
plastic packaging after every visit to the grocery store, so
much cheap meat in the deep freeze sections – how was
all this not supposed to have an impact on the Earth’s
well-being? Additionally, the alarming words of scientists
the world over were being confirmed by daily reports of
disasters on the news. No, there was really no doubt about
it – humanity was moving in the wrong direction and
swiftly towards making its own home completely uninhabitable.
And even if it should transpire one day that the scientists had been wrong and that climate change was nothing
but a harmless event – wouldn’t it still be better if there
were fewer cars parked across the city? If less waste was
produced, slaughterhouses became a thing of the past and
more trees were planted rather than felled? Who could
possibly have something against this approach? Less suffering, less contamination and more nature at its healthiest
– that sounded far from apocalyptic.
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Frida considered it negligent and completely inconsiderate to simply hope for the best. If the human population
were to take rapid action and those in denial of climate
change proved right after all, no one would suffer from a
healthier planet; if, however, it turned out that the scientists were right after all this time of doing nothing, it
would be too late to correct these mistakes. In a nutshell:
the risk of doing nothing was much too high!
On Sunday night, following two days of intensive research, Frida had read and seen enough. It was all a lot
worse than she had originally thought. She felt depressed
by all the bad news of the present and the bleak future
prognoses. She was grateful for the great source of knowledge the internet had provided her, but she would have
been incapable of taking in any more information at the
moment. The things she had read and watched were easily
summarized: if people weren’t going to be kind to nature,
nature was also going to put a stop to its kindness. What
else might one expect in exchange for poison and greed?
When Frida had protested against the war and for love
at the end of the sixties, it had also been a fight for positive change. Compared to the current situation, however,
there hadn’t been the same kind of urgency back then. At
the time, it had been about world peace and personal freedom, today it was about survival – the survival of all living
beings. Perhaps that kind of urgency would have led to
success back then – today the urgency was palpable and
failure was simply not an option.
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The looming climate emergency was a massive problem
for humanity at large but fortunately it was a problem that
still had solutions. And while there were still solutions, not
all hope was lost. Time was running out but it wasn’t too
late to ditch lazy excuses in favour of active change.
Frida picked up her tablet and closed all open pages.
Then she opened the email Paul had sent her that morning. It contained the list of actions he had talked about.
She read through it over and over, before finally getting to
work with great determination.

THE LIST OF ACTIONS









Money – change to an ethical bank
Food – more organic and fewer animal products
Clothes – second-hand or bio & Fairtrade
Waste – reduce, reuse, recycle
Electricity – from renewable energy
Mobility – more muscle power
Communication – discuss the problem
Politics – get involved together
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5. A Different Kind of Growth
The following morning, Frida paid a visit to her bank. It
had been a few years since she had last been there in person, as she usually made all transfers online from home.
She could get cash from the ATM, she didn’t need a loan
for a house or a car, and any other questions could be
answered on the phone. She reckoned most people went
about their bank business this way these days and
wondered why physical branches still existed.
She made her way across the large reception hall, asked
to be seen for a consultation, then took a seat on a black
leather sofa waiting her turn. Most customers seemed to
be her age – there was no sign of youngsters. Perhaps it
was a matter of being a Monday morning, she thought.
While the majority of the population was at work and at
school, only the old folks had time to sit around on black
leather sofas waiting for their bank advisors. Or it was
down to the internet. In a few years, once everyone had
moved their financial transactions into the virtual world,
most branches would surely disappear.
It didn’t take long until someone called her name. Frida
got up and was greeted by a man who was in his fifties.
He was wearing a dark suit and a red tie that matched his
reddish glowing face. She knew him from back when she
had visited the bank regularly.
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“Nice to see you again,” he said. “How are you?”
“Good, thank you. How about you?”
“Great!”
He led her past a partitioning wall to his desk. Frida sat
on one of the two empty chairs while the bank advisor
took a seat on his side of the desk. He folded his hands
and looked at her expectantly, a rehearsed smile on his
face.
“How can I help you?”
Frida hesitated for a moment and looked directly into
his eyes.
“I would like to know what you do with my money.”
“In what sense?” he frowned.
“The money in my account. What happens to it? Or
does it just stay there?”
“No, of course not,” he said and leaned back in his
desk chair. “We invest it, so it works for you and for us.”
“And where do you invest it?”
“In companies that are profitable and will make us a return.”
“What kind of companies, exactly?”
Frida was far from satisfied with his answers. Paul had
written in his email that a bank’s transparency was extremely important. The only way customers could make
an informed decision as to whether or not they wanted to
stay with a certain bank, was if it offered complete transparency in regards to its working methods.
“Which exact companies we invest in is decided by a
committee of experts – based on the current stock market
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developments and all in the service of the investor’s interests, of course. However, these are all companies that
operate soundly and successfully, without exception. So
there’s no need for you to worry.”
“I’m not really interested in whether they are successful, but which sectors they are active in.” She paused for a
moment. “I don’t want my money to support businesses
that cause suffering and hurt the environment.”
“Of course, neither do we,” the man replied.
“But are you sure this is not happening? No weapons
industries? No energy companies that operate coal-fired
power plants, no chemical giants producing poison for
our fields?”
The bank clerk observed her blankly and took a long
breath.
“You know, surely some firms have their shadow sides
and do things that demand some improvement. But the
most important thing is that they are active in the growth
sector.”
“But I have no interest in supporting the production of
weapons, power plants and poison,” Frida countered decisively.
“Of course, neither do I, and yet, we do need to grow
the economy.”
“At any cost?”
The bank advisor bit his bottom lip nervously.
“No, not at any cost. But how is this world going to
function without economic growth?”
Frida shrugged her shoulders.
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“Surely there are other possibilities. There have to be,
or do you really think continuous growth is a sustainable
model?”
During her research, she had heard a scientist talk
about how working towards infinite growth on our planet
is an experiment deemed to fail.
“Certainly not forever, no. But I think we’re far from
having reached the end.”
“We’re already destroying everything with our growth.
Don’t you watch the news? So much pollution, so many
wars. Not to mention the climate crisis!”
“Yes, we must take climate change seriously. But we
can’t forget to secure jobs and, in order to do so, we need
long-term growth.”
“What good are jobs going to do us on a destroyed
planet?”
“Tell that to a family man who has just been made redundant.”
Silence.
Frida had the feeling the bank clerk didn’t understand
where she was coming from. She didn’t wish unemployment on anyone, but a healthy planet should be top priority for everyone. More growth meant more consumption,
and more consumption led to the burning of more fossil
fuels, more waste, more poison and, ultimately, more destruction. No, continuous growth simply wasn’t realistic.
At least not in the way we’ve been going about it.
“Maybe we need to start growing other things,” she
thought out loud, staring at her counterpart’s shiny watch.
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“Satisfaction, for example. Love, gratitude, compassion,
peace. Or all the forests, they need to grow again as well.”
The man smirked.
“Yes, that’s a wonderful idea, but with trees and love
alone we can’t earn a lot of money.”
“Does it always have to be a lot? Sometimes less is
more.”
“Of course it doesn’t always have to be a lot.” He
paused for a moment. “I think I have something that
could be of interest to you. Just a second!”
He got up, walked over to a big shelf and started looking for something. Frida remained seated, allowing her
gaze to wander thoughtfully. Why are we always looking
for more, she asked herself. Society was ruled by constant
dissatisfaction, there were always new wishes to be fulfilled. This dissatisfaction was probably encouraged, otherwise it would signify the end of economic growth. If
everyone were happy with what they had, how would we
stimulate the consumption necessary for growth?
She spotted a colourful promotional poster next to the
big window; it emphasized the bank’s partnership with a
known animal welfare organization. A strange concept;
the bank held on to the organization’s money, part of
which was used by bankers to turn a profit by investing in
companies that destroyed the land animals needed to survive. She would have laughed at the irony of it all, were it
not so sad and tragic.
“Here we are.” The bank clerk returned and handed
Frida a leaflet. “This is an attractive fund savings plan that
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allows you to pay in smaller amounts each month. We recommend a contract of at least ten years and…”
“Ten years?” Frida interrupted his pitch. “I don’t even
know whether I’ll be alive in ten years.”
“You can also choose to opt out after eight years or
even five. The return on equity can…”
The bank clerk continued talking but Frida was no
longer listening. She watched incredulously while his lips
moved, promising all types of profits. Either he chose to
purposely ignore her or he really hadn’t understood her
concerns. She politely waited for him to finish his sales
monologue, then repeated her query.
“I’m not here to sign up for a savings plan, but to find
out what the bank is doing with my money.”
The man fell quiet and stared at her.
“If you don’t have anything to hide, then why not give
me the names of some of these companies. Don’t your
customers have the right to such information?”
“As I’ve already said, unfortunately I can’t give you any
details but…”
“Okay,” she interrupted in a friendly but firm manner.
“I don’t need details. What I do need, however, is a guarantee that you do not support business activities that contribute to the destruction of our environment.”
The bank clerk squirmed in his chair.
“How am I to guarantee that?”
“Preferably in a written statement. And preferably right
now.”
Silence. He shook his head.
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“No, that’s not going to be possible.”
Frida waited for a moment before slowly nodding and
getting up.
“In that case, I have no other choice but to change to
another bank.”
She offered the perplexed man her hand.
“Thank you for your time. Have a nice day!”
He desperately searched for words but couldn’t come
up with any. All he could do was watch as his old client
turned her back on him and disappeared through the big,
glass sliding door.
On her way home, Frida found herself shaking her head
repeatedly. She wasn’t sure whether she was disappointed,
angry or just sad. The bank clerk wouldn’t shake his belief
in the eternal growth of an economic system that ruthlessly exploited nature, encouraged greed and spawned
shopaholics. The profit reaped grew in poisonous fields of
discontent – human welfare did not matter. And the ridiculous slogan of letting her money work for her! Money
wasn’t capable of working. Somewhere, someone was paying the price for these promised profits: a poor farmer, an
exploited seamstress or a contaminated river. No, Frida
was fed up with playing along. She wanted the well-being
of the planet and the people to be the central focus and
not the biggest profit; she felt it was her responsibility to
contribute to a peaceful form of economic activity. If this
wasn’t going to be possible with her current bank, then
she was just going to have to take action.
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Fortunately, there were alternatives. When Frida got
home, it didn’t take her long to find several banks online,
the kind that represented a different kind of ethics. Banks
that voluntarily offered transparency when it came to their
investments, because they had nothing to hide. Banks that
did not invest in wars, coal power and illness, but in ecology, culture and social health. Investments in a better
world, including job creation and sustainable growth.
Paul had told her that switching to an ethical bank was
on top of the list because it was the easiest change to
make. It didn’t hurt, it didn’t require giving up any habits
we have grown accustomed to and it was a change that
could be made in a matter of minutes. He had been right.
All Frida had to do was make a short phone call and fill
out a few documents to open a new account with one of
the ethical banks. Then all that was left to do was to move
her money and her standing orders, close the account with
her old financial institution and that was it – done! A small
effort with a big impact.
What if everyone did this?
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6. Our Daily Bread
Following her move to a new bank, Frida went through
the other points on the List of Actions. She had copied
the list on to a piece of paper which was now lying before
her on the kitchen table. She slowly traced her old-fashioned handwriting with her finger.
She hardly ever bought clothes, so that point was not a
priority for her. She felt similarly about the question of
mobility: she hadn’t flown in years, didn’t own a car and
mostly got about by taking the bus or walking. For many
people, however, this was quite a challenging matter. She
thought of her son and her daughter in-law, who flew to
Spain several times a year to visit their holiday home. Or
all the people who had more than one car parked in front
of their doors. She could still remember a time when cars
and flights were considered luxuries. These days, most
people saw it as their human right to own a car and get
cheap deals for airplane tickets. A right to luxury? Did this
seem like a good model? Frida shook her head, happy to
be able to cross the topic of mobility from her own list.
The same wasn’t quite true where the matter of electricity was concerned; there was cause for action here. She
picked up her tablet and immediately got to work. Just as
had been the case with changing banks, it didn’t take her
long to find a good alternative supplier. She merely had to
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fill out a short form and, with that, she was no longer supporting coal but wind-powered electricity. Her new green
electricity provider even took over the cancellation with
her old company. Frida smiled contentedly. It was as
simple as that!
What else? She reached for the list again: ‘Food – more
organic and fewer animal products,’ it read. The latter
shouldn’t pose a problem. While she did eat meat four to
five times a week, it was more out of habit. She thought
back to the olden days again, when the weekly meat ration
was served as a Sunday roast – and she hadn’t been any
unhappier because of it. The animals were definitely better
off back then.
When Frida was a little girl, she had loved playing with
the neighbour’s chickens. She would chase them through
the front lawns and gardens, would catch them, pet them
and let them go again, to roam around under the clear,
blue skies. Today she wondered whether their freedom
was the real reason behind why they had always laid such
delicious eggs. But back then there had been a lot fewer
people – the population had quadrupled since then, hence
meat consumption had increased immensely too. Gruesome mass livestock farming and millions of felled trees,
used for animal feed cultivation, were only two of the
many dramatic consequences. Yet another unsustainable
model bound to fail. So Frida decided to look to the good
old times for inspiration, and to eat meat only once a
week. And she would substitute the milk for her daily
breakfast muesli with oat milk.
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The matter of organic food was a bit trickier. The supermarket that had delivered her groceries up until now
stocked hardly any organic products and the health food
stores in town didn’t offer a delivery service. Comfortably
shopping from her sofa wasn’t going to be possible anymore. At this stage Frida realized that more sustainability
did indeed involve some effort, at least more than her previous lifestyle. But Frida wasn’t going to let that be an excuse. Change without any hassle at all? That was about as
realistic as continuous growth or holiday homes in Spain
for everyone.
Seeing as there weren’t any shopping possibilities in her
neighbourhood’s vicinity, Frida decided to try the organic
food store near the old people’s home, where she regularly visited her former colleague. The next morning, she
went to the basement, fished her old shopping trolley out
of a corner and used a damp towel to wipe a thick layer of
dust off of it. Then she made her way to the bus stop.
Half an hour later she entered the organic food store. It
seemed like a regular, well-stocked supermarket, the only
difference being that each product was certified with an
organic label. Frida walked the long aisles and slowly started filling her shopping trolley. Rice, potatoes, muesli, oat
milk, some fresh fruit and vegetables, nuts, a small piece
of cheese and two bars of chocolate. She even found organic stock cubes – apparently organic alternatives to
every product had become available by now. Or, to put it
better, had made a comeback! After all, when she was a
little girl, organic products had been the norm.
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She approached the cash register, put her purchases on
the conveyer belt and paid the silent store clerk. As she
carefully began to arrange her groceries in her trolley, she
compared the prices with those found at regular supermarkets. Yes, organic food was certainly more expensive –
at times by just a couple of cents, in other instances costing almost double. It would be difficult for a low income
family to take on this extra cost, Frida thought. It was tragic that some people did not have the money to buy organic food, but unfortunately it was the sad reality. She
could only hope that these people would be granted more
financial support at some point. Or that the state would
introduce new measures to make organic products more
affordable. Instead of continuing to subsidize conventional agriculture, it would make much more sense to promote
organic farming.
And then there were all the people who had plenty of
money, but still kept their distance from health food
stores. Most of them probably fell into the same category
as her – they simply hadn’t looked into the topic of organic food enough. Ultimately, it was the List of Actions and
the days of research she had done that had finally made
her realize how important purchasing organic products
was for the welfare of our planet. Because conventional
agriculture relied on the use of pesticides and other damaging substances, soaking our fields in high quantities of
poison. This poison seeps into the soil and into the
groundwater, resulting in plants, animals, people and the
entire planet becoming ill.
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A lot of people were probably aware of the situation
and still decided to spend their money on things other
than organic products. They had different priorities: a new
TV, a third winter coat, another flight or a bigger car.
Frida didn’t want to patronize anyone, but she was certain
of one thing: the climate and environmental crisis demanded new priorities.
She rolled her packed trolley towards the exit and
stopped at the bakery section along the way to buy a loaf
of rye bread. Just as she was about to leave the shop, her
nose picked up the scent of freshly brewed coffee. A little
pick-me-up for the way home would be perfect right
about now, she thought. Frida ordered a cappuccino and
made her way over to the seating area to find a table, but
they were all taken. She was about to turn around when
she spotted one of the caretakers from the old people’s
home. It was the young Ethiopian woman, who recognized her in the same moment.
“Hello, Frida!” she called, waving her over and pointing
to the empty chair next to her with an inviting smile.
“Would you like to join me?”
“That would be lovely, thank you!”
Frida parked her trolley and sat down.
“It’s nice to see you here,” the caretaker said. “Do you
come here often?”
“No, this is the first time. But I’ll be coming regularly
from now on, they have a great selection here.”
“That’s true,” the young woman answered, a sceptical
expression on her face. “There are some things they
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should probably stop stocking though.”
“Oh yes? Like what?”
“Strawberries, for example. At this time of year, they
are flown in from South America. From an ecological
standpoint, that’s a complete disaster!”
Frida nodded in agreement. No, importing strawberries
didn’t make any sense.
“Or the avocados from Peru and the fish from Alaska.
In my opinion, these things have no place in a health food
store. What’s the point of shopping organically, when the
products travel thousands of kilometres and only end up
contributing to the pollution of our planet?”
Frida nodded once more and had a sip of her coffee.
“Can I ask you something?”
“Of course.”
“I assume you don’t earn much as a caretaker. Don’t
you find organic products too pricey?”
The young woman considered this for a moment.
“No, I don’t earn much and, yes, sometimes the price
of grocery shopping hurts. But, you know, I look at it differently: it’s not the organic food that is too expensive, it’s
everything else that is too cheap.” She paused briefly. “In
Ethiopia, where I’m from, people spend a much higher
percentage of their salary on food. Here in Europe, most
people have grown accustomed to extremely cheap food
and believe it should stay that way. If we don’t want to
destroy our environment completely, things can’t go on
like this.”
“No, they can’t,” Frida agreed. Then she smiled, grate51

ful for the caretaker’s clear and honest words. They gave
her hope – perhaps there were many other people out
there who thought the same and acted accordingly.
“Have you ever noticed,” the young woman continued,
“that cheap products often have a lot more packaging?”
Frida shook her head.
“Perhaps companies are trying to distract us from the
bad contents by gifting us a bunch of free plastic,” she
laughed, her dark face glowing. Her laughter was quickly
followed by a sigh. “Unfortunately, a lot of organic products also use way too much plastic. This packaging craze
is starting to get ridiculous!”
Frida eyed her shopping trolley. Broccoli vacuum
packed in plastic wrap peeked out from the top. She had
become so used to glossy plastic, she hardly even noticed
the absurd quantities used for packaging. She remembered
the next bullet point on the List of Actions. ‘Waste – reduce, reuse, recycle.’ The plastic wrap around the broccoli
couldn’t be reused for anything, so it would immediately
end in the recycling bag at home. But the recycling bag
was merely the third-best solution. Or, to be more precise,
it wasn’t a solution at all, just an attempt to distract us
from a sick system. First, unnecessary plastic was made
for the packaging and then even more plastic for the bin
bag – how was anyone supposed to make sense of that?
And the most frustrating thing of all was that the solution
was simple – yet it wasn’t implemented.
“To top it all off, we have the cheek to waste one third
of our food,” the young woman said, working herself up
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into a rage. “A third, can you even imagine? Food
products are vacuum packed in plastic and shipped
around the world, only to be thrown away – it’s perverse,
and it’s no wonder the Earth is eventually going to kick us
out.”
They stared at one another silently and searched for
comfort in another sip of their coffees.
“I wonder why we have become so wasteful and
greedy,” Frida stated after a while. “A few days ago I
watched an interview with a scientist. He claimed that, if
the entire world were to live like the people from the
richest countries, we would need three planets. We would
need many more resources, more land to live on and to
farm from, and more space for all our waste.”
“Fortunately, we don’t have three Earths,” the caretaker said. “If we did have more Earths, we would probably consume even more, produce more waste and create
more destruction. We would treat the other planets just as
carelessly and exploit them just as much as the one we
have now.” She shook her head. “No, more planets
wouldn’t solve a thing. What we desperately need is a new
lifestyle.”
Frida nodded once again. Most of the necessary
changes needed to happen on a personal level, that was
certain. Not just by buying paper straws and efficient light
bulbs, but by making changes in all areas of life! Frida
found courage in the fact that it was realistically possible
to live in harmony with nature, to stop being wasteful and
destructive, and to act sustainably and empathically in53

stead. It was simply a matter of getting rid of old habits in
favour of new ones.
“For me, a new lifestyle starts with our food,” the
young woman said, as she got up and slipped into her
jacket. “We eat every day, so we have the opportunity to
opt for a better world daily. We can make conscious decisions as to what we’re buying and why we’re buying it.
Do we want poison or health? Do we need an overflowing fridge or are we really addicted to consumption? And
where do we purchase our goods? Who are we supporting?”
She finished her last sip of coffee and left Frida with a
warm smile.
“I have to get going. I’m sure we’ll see each other again
soon.”
“Yes,” Frida said, “either here or at the old people’s
home.”
“Most likely at the home. I don’t come here that much.
I usually go to a farm store outside of town. You should
go there too: hardly any packaging, all products are organic and regional, and best of all it’s a friendly, family-run
business. I’m sure you’d like it!”
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7. Joining in
A week later, Frida visited the farm store. The caretaker
had been right: it was a wonderful place, right up Frida’s
alley! Wooden boxes full of fresh fruit and vegetables,
some of which had been harvested from the surrounding
fields and picked from the nearby trees just yesterday,
were stacked high everywhere. No complicated transport
chains were necessary, and there was no sign of superfluous packaging. Frida saw baskets filled with wild mushrooms and free range eggs from chickens she had seen
gawking around outside; there were burlap bags full of
oats and millet in one corner, and a big box of walnuts in
another. A long shelf housed glasses filled with honey and
bottles of homemade apple and pear juice, and local
cheese and meat specialities were sold at a small counter.
The wonderful smell of freshly baked bread tickled her
nostrils and friendly voices around her gave her a feeling
of familiarity. Everything was perfect. Everything except
for one thing.
While the farm store was just a few kilometres outside
of town, no bus stopped there. Frida had almost decided
against taking the trip upon herself, but her curiosity was
too big, so she had treated herself to a taxi. This was a luxury she could afford once or twice, even three times. But
regular visits would be out of the question; she considered
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buying regional, organic products by taxi as decadent, and
it was far from sustainable too. She would have no other
choice but to keep doing her groceries in the health food
store in town. Seeing as she wasn’t going to return in the
foreseeable future, she packed as much as she could into
her shopping trolley and started making her way to the
exit to pay.
“There’s a seating area right out there,” the cashier told
her. “In case you’d like a cup of tea and a piece of cake.”
“That’s kind,” Frida sighed, “but my taxi is waiting out
front.”
“Your taxi?”
“Yes, it’s a little too far by foot.”
The woman smiled at her and reached for a flyer that
lay on the counter.
“Here, this might be of interest to you. We offer a delivery service when at least ten people order together.”
Frida’s eyes widened as she accepted the flyer gratefully.
Perhaps there was a way to do her shopping at the farm
store after all. It couldn’t be that hard to find nine more
people, she thought. Having local, organic products delivered to your doorstep – who was going to turn down an
opportunity like that?
That same evening, Frida began looking for people who
would be interested in the farm store’s delivery service in
her neighbourhood. With great will and courage, she left
her flat equipped with the flyer, a notepad and a pen. She
had just closed the door behind her when, suddenly, her
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breath faltered and she found herself rooted to the spot. It
was as if she had only now realized that she didn’t even
know her neighbours. She knew a woman with three kids
lived on the ground floor, and next to her, two students;
she sometimes greeted a businessman always clad in a suit
on the first floor; on the second floor lived a middle-aged
man who she had met in the elevator once; and beneath
her lived an older Romanian woman, who always looked
grumpy and never spoke. On the third and top floor,
where Frida lived, a young couple had moved into the
apartment opposite hers not too long ago. But regardless
of whether they were new or old faces, Frida knew nothing about the people behind them. They may have been
her neighbours, but they were strangers. And now she was
going to convince strangers to do their shopping with her?
Her initial courage had evaporated and she felt the urge to
turn on her heel, and hide within her own four walls for
comfort.
Frida paused and took a few deep breaths. No, she
didn’t want to turn around, she wanted to face the challenge. After all, this wasn’t about her own shopping preferences, but about their ailing planet. If that wasn’t a good
reason to overcome her fears, what was?
She took another deep breath, worked up her courage
and crossed the hallway to ring her new neighbours’ doorbell. She waited for a few moments and was met by silence. She rang the doorbell once more. Frida felt the fear
rising in her again, and a small voice whispered in her ear,
urging her to return to her apartment. But Frida was still
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not ready to give up. She decided to make her way downstairs and continue on the ground floor.
Shortly afterwards, she rang the two students’ doorbell.
She waited patiently but no one opened. Perhaps she had
picked the wrong day, she thought, perhaps it was better
to try another time… She smiled and shook her head. The
fear truly was persistent!
Frida approached the next door; she could already hear
children screaming from inside. She rang the doorbell repeatedly and finally a woman answered the door.
“Good evening,” she greeted the mother of the children. “May I ask you something?”
“Be quiet for a moment!” the woman called in the direction of one of the back rooms, before turning back to
Frida. “What can I do for you?”
“I assume you’ve heard of the climate crisis, am I
right?”
The woman nodded gloomily.
“One thing we could do to create less damage would be
to buy locally and organically. I found a farm store that offers a delivery service for orders placed by more than ten
people. Would you be interested in joining?”
“That’s a great idea,” the woman nodded immediately.
Frida felt her heart jump with joy. What a great start!
Unfortunately, not one with the best ending.
“But I’m afraid I can’t afford it,” the woman said. “You
know how it is – I’m a single mother with three children,
every cent hurts.”
Inside, the noise started up again.
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“I’m sorry, I have to get back inside. I hope you’ll find
others who will join in.”
Frida smiled and they said their goodbyes.
She felt sorry for the woman – it was simply horrible
for a single mother to have to be struggling with her finances. But at least she had agreed that the delivery service was a good idea. Frida went up the stairs and continued her mission on the first floor. She had only just rung
the doorbell when the door was flung open and the tall
man appeared before her – in his suit, of course.
“You’re in luck, I just got home.”
Frida greeted him with a friendly smile and told him
about her project. The man listened attentively but started
waving her off.
“I’m out a lot and rarely cook, so it wouldn’t make
much sense for me.”
“Well, you wouldn’t have to order much,” Frida said,
trying to convince him.
“But I’ll still have to pick up the delivery somewhere.
No offence, but I simply don’t have the time for that.”
“Not even if it means helping the climate?”
“Not even then.” He hesitated for a moment. “It’s all
being exaggerated, anyway. You and I won’t witness any
great changes.”
“Are you sure about that?”
“Just look outside: same miserable autumn weather as
always!”
Frida knew that climate change wasn’t something that
was obviously recognizable by way of the miserable au59

tumn weather. There were many undeniable examples of
the weather rapidly changing to become more and more
chaotic, but the businessman probably wasn’t going to
take the time to listen to these examples. So she tried a
different, quicker approach.
“Even if we ourselves won’t witness any big changes,
today’s youngsters will most certainly suffer under the
changing circumstances.”
“And that’s why I’m all for the younger generation
making an effort to find solutions. Ultimately, they are the
ones who will be affected by it all, so they should be the
ones to solve the problem.”
Frida stared at him, stunned by his reply.
“Are you serious?”
The businessman shrugged his shoulders, indifferent to
the situation.
“It’s definitely not my problem.”
She wasn’t sure how to react, his lack of concern had
left her speechless.
“Right, I’d better get going. Have a nice evening.”
And with that, the door shut in Frida’s face and she
was left shaking her head angrily. Based on his fancy suit,
the man surely had the financial means to buy organic
products – which made it even more difficult to accept his
excuse. ‘It’s definitely not my problem,’ she repeated his
words in her mind. Regardless of whether he was going to
suffer the consequences of climate change or not, he undoubtedly contributed to the problem. Surely there were
exceptions, but the majority of the population, especially
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in rich countries, followed a lifestyle that was at least partially responsible for the destruction of our ecosystem. To
say it wasn’t his problem wasn’t just wrong, it was an absolute cheek. If Frida were to throw her trash into the
middle of the street, the pollution wouldn’t necessarily
pose a problem for her personally, but it would certainly
be her fault. In fact, it was downright shameless to leave it
to the younger generation to clean up our mess, Frida
thought. The Earth wasn’t just inhabited by her grandson
Paul and his friends, but by all generations. And as such,
our ailing world was a problem we should all be dealing
with! The only chance we had to fix the problem, was by
coming together to work on solutions.
Seeing as the other apartment on the first floor was vacant, Frida climbed the stairs to the second floor to try her
luck with the neighbour she had only met once in the elevator. Once again she was made to wait for a moment,
but finally the door opened.
“Yes?” the man eyed her suspiciously, as if the police or
a dangerous criminal had knocked on his door.
“I wanted to ask whether you would be interested in
participating in a collective order of regional, organic
products…”
“No!” he snapped before she had even finished her
sentence.
“Due to the climate crisis,” Frida added quickly.
“Not interested,” he replied bluntly.
“But…”
She hesitated and heard the TV on in the background,
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the volume turned up loud. The newsreader was reporting
on the devastating fires – not in the Amazon, but California this time.
“If we don’t start making changes, we’ll only get more
bad news.”
The man stared at her, a lack of expression on his face.
“I don’t care about the news, ask someone else!”
And that was that, another door shut in her face.
Frida was starting to lose heart. Why was she met with
so many rejections? She had thought her neighbours
would be excited by her idea. Instead, she hadn’t experienced one moment of success so far. To top it all off, the
light suddenly went off and Frida found herself in the
dark hallway, close to tears.
After what had felt like a small eternity, she found the
light switch, flipped it on and eyed the next apartment.
No, she wasn’t even going to try and pitch her idea to the
grumpy Romanian woman. What for? To be rejected once
more and be left even more discouraged? A deep sigh escaped her as she began making her way up the stairs. With
each step her disappointment grew. She felt small and
powerless, and robbed of her last hope. As nice as the
thought of fixing the broken world together had been, the
realization that, to achieve her goal, she was dependent on
others, was all the more frustrating. Unfortunately, not
everyone was working towards the same goal.
Once upstairs, she unlocked her door and the first
thing that caught her eye was her husband’s loving smile
on an old black and white photo that stood on top of the
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dresser in her entrance hall. On days like this she missed
him much more than usual, because in difficult times he
had always offered the best advice. What would he have
told her in this situation? And then, almost out of
nowhere, she heard his voice from the distant past, offering words he had often repeated: ‘If you never stop trying,
you’ll never fail either.’
Frida composed herself for another moment, then
opened the door again and made her way back down to
the second floor. Although her initial enthusiasm had diminished by now, she wanted to at least go to bed knowing she had tried every door.
She knocked, and shortly thereafter the Romanian woman stood before her.
“I hope I’m not disturbing you at this hour. Do you
have a minute?”
Frida launched into her pitch about the farm store’s delivery service and fresh and local organic products, the climate crisis, the destruction of our environment and her
hope that, with a change in our lifestyles, we could contribute a tiny bit to the betterment of the world. The Romanian wore the same grouchy expression on her face as
always, but seemed to be listening attentively. Once Frida
had finished, her neighbour started nodding her head.
“I’m in.”
Frida stared at her incredulously. What had she just
said? It also happened to be the first time she had ever
heard her voice. It sounded much friendlier than one
would have expected based on her body language.
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“Really?”
“Of course! Back home, we always used to buy our groceries from the farm store. We never used pesticides and
plastic, and we knew our farmers by name. How many
people have already signed up?”
Frida contemplated whether she should tell her the disappointing truth. Would it help to lie?
“Not many, to be honest. You’re the first,” she said,
slightly embarrassed.
“That’s okay,” the woman responded. “You’ll see, we’ll
get the rest of the people together in no time.”
“We?”
“Don’t you want my help?”
Frida could hardly believe what she was hearing.
“Of course, that would be wonderful.”
“A friend of mine lives just a few houses from here,
and my niece lives right down the road. I’m sure they’ll be
excited to hear about this initiative. And we’ll drum up the
rest of the people elsewhere. Would you like to meet tomorrow afternoon?”
They quietly considered each other for a moment. Frida
felt such an overwhelming sense of joy, she surprised the
woman with a hug.
“Thank you!”
They agreed on a time to meet the next day and said
their goodbyes.
A little while later Frida was back in her apartment, still
unable to believe her luck. Thanks to her husband’s wise
words, life had demonstrated just how important it was
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not to lose hope over a few disappointments. That it was
always worth finding new courage within. And without
her being aware of it, it had shown her something else:
any social change, every Utopia and every new movement
requires two people – the one who starts, and the other
who joins.
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8. A Soulful Purpose
In just one afternoon, the two women had found enough
people to join the delivery service. Two families the Romanian woman was friends with, her niece, four more
people from the area, and the students as well as Frida’s
neighbours from the third floor, had joined the initiative.
They also decided to financially support the single mother
from the ground floor by taking over the costs for her orders. In total, twelve households were going to be buying
regional and organic products. Thanks to the unexpected
help from her neighbour, Frida had achieved what had
seemed impossible the day before. She smiled contentedly
and even felt a slight sense of pride now that she was able
to cross another point from her List of Actions.
The farm store delivery service quickly turned into a
huge success. The farmer’s son dropped off crates full of
fresh fruit, vegetables and other local deliciousness once a
week. He left them in the garage of a friendly old pensioner who lived just around the corner. One by one, people
came by to pick up their orders, creating neighbourly moments that most likely never would have happened were it
not for this initiative. People who shared the same hallways and elevators but had been strangers to one another
were now starting to get to know each other better; worries and joys were exchanged and the unity in their actions
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nourished their hope for many more and even bigger
changes.
Three weeks after they had started buying their goods
from the delivery service, Frida visited the pensioner’s garage one morning to pick up her order. The man was
roughly around her age and, just like her, he lived alone.
He had a round, charismatic face and always wore wide
braces that stretched over his equally charismatic belly.
They exchanged a few words about the volatile autumn
weather and the upcoming local elections before Frida
gathered her crate. She was about to make her way back
home when it suddenly began pouring with rain.
“Looks like we’re going to be stuck here for a while,”
the pensioner smiled as he sat down on a bench that was
positioned against the wall. Frida set down her crate and
took a seat next to him, their eyes wandering across the
street outside, watching the rain pelt down before them.
“I should thank you,” he said after a while. “For coming up with the idea of the delivery service from the farm
store.”
“Thank you for joining the initiative and offering us
your garage,” she replied.
They smiled at one another. Shopping online was extremely comfortable and practical, Frida thought, and she
never had to worry about going out in the rain either. But
it had also made her that much lonelier. Sitting in a
friendly neighbour’s garage, looking out on the rain and
enjoying a nice chat – these moments didn’t exist in the
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world of online shopping.
“The vegetable crates are a wonderful example of what
can be achieved when people work together and help one
another,” the man said. “Unfortunately, it rarely happens.
You know, I used to work in a big company in the clothing industry. The competitiveness was constant and relentless. There was always talk of teamwork but, in reality,
everyone worked for themselves, only interested in their
own advantages.”
“Why was the competition so high?”
He thought about this for a moment.
“I think it’s all down to our economic system. It’s all
focused on growth – profits need to increase, meaning
targets are raised every year. It’s a terrible rat race that asks
for ever higher performances and, ultimately, the only
ones that are rewarded are those who would sell their own
grandmother. What world do we live in where it’s not the
most helpful who make the most money, but those who
have the least scruples?”
Frida thought of the bank clerk, who also clung to the
model of growth. Apart from the fact that further, unrestrained expansion would lead to an ecological catastrophe,
it promoted an unhealthy dog-eat-dog mentality too. And
not only that – it encouraged people to become more and
more ruthless, converting them into lone wolves.
“Was there nothing you could do to try and change
things?”
“Believe me, I tried. To a certain extent I even had a bit
of pull within the company, but I was still just a very small
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wheel in a huge system. Important decisions were made
by others – board members, branding departments and
customers. If the customer wants five Euro t-shirts, it’s
difficult to insist on better working conditions and sustainable materials. Fair wages and organic cotton can’t be
financed with five Euro shirts.”
“So, do you think it would be enough for customers to
change?”
“I do. If the demand were to change, the offers would
have to be adjusted sooner or later. Though, honestly, for
the moment I don’t see the demand changing for the better. People want cheap clothes, even if that means accepting poor quality and the exploitation of people and nature
in the process.” He paused and sighed. “It has become the
norm to buy four new pairs of trousers every year instead
of every four years buying one quality pair that lasts.”
While the rain continued to pour, Frida tried to imagine
the space four new pairs of trousers, skirts and blouses
would require each year. She would need a new closet
every few years, and that in such a small apartment!
“But there are alternatives, right?” she said. “Like that
one label, what was it called again?”
“You mean Fairtrade.”
“Yes, that’s the one.”
“It’s a great thing. This way, I pay a bit more knowing
that the person who made my t-shirts is not working for a
pittance. It should be a given: if I want others to make my
clothes, I should have the decency to pay adequately. But
that’s not the reality. It’s almost as though the cheap price
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tags blind us and rob us of all common sense.”
He shook his head in mild frustration. Frida nodded
knowingly.
“I’m afraid we have turned a blind eye to a lot of
things. It’s no different with the climate crisis.”
“Absolutely,” he agreed. “And due to the enormous demand for land, water and raw materials, the clothing industry counts as one of the biggest polluters fuelling climate change. If everyone in the world had closets as full
as ours, the Earth would probably be in such a bad state,
we’d all be extinct by now.”
The thought of allowing our planet to become uninhabitable in favour of a trendy, full closet was absurd. But
when Frida thought of all the animal species that had
already become extinct, the absurdity of the thought gave
way to the sad reality of it.
“We don’t have much time left to prevent our own extinction.”
“No,” the man said, shaking his head once more.
“we’re running out of time.”
It really was strange, Frida thought. The more she distanced herself from the horrors of war, the faster she
raced towards the horrors of the climate catastrophe.
“For many others, time has almost run out already,” the
pensioner continued. “Even though they themselves contribute the least damage. The same way we exploit the
poor in faraway countries to ensure shops full of cheap
clothes, we also let others pay for the sins we commit with
our decadent lifestyles.” He patted his round belly
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thoughtfully. “Don’t get me wrong, I’m no saint either.
It’s not just the others. But without a fair distribution of
the true costs, things simply cannot get better. As long as
we think that cheap clothes, flying somewhere different
every month and daily meat consumption have nothing to
do with climate justice, there simply won’t be any justice
and other people will continue to suffer for our ignorance.”
They looked into one another’s saddened eyes. Frida
had already learned from the scientists online that the
poorest people would suffer from climate change the
most. The global south was much more susceptible to extreme weather, even without a climate crisis – regular
droughts and flooding were common. In addition, there
was a lack of financial resources. The rich had the money
to build dams and to protect themselves from rising sea
levels; the poor had no other choice but to flee. Some
were able to keep their pantries stocked for difficult times,
others were already getting through their days with rumbling stomachs.
The rain subsided a little and Frida secretly hoped it
would take a while longer until she could get back home.
Despite the depressing subject matter, she was enjoying
the chat with her neighbour.
“We simply have to do better,” she said hopefully.
“Yes, we do. Especially because it all seems so futile at
times, it’s important to explore new horizons with others,
and to encourage one another. The way we’re doing here,
with our vegetable crates.”
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They looked into each other’s eyes again. This time,
they were smiling.
“I really do think that humans are cooperative beings
by nature,” the pensioner said. “That we find much more
joy in celebrating achievements together, than crossing the
finish line on our own. That we experience greater satisfaction in helping one another, rather than fighting one
another.”
“I think so too,” Frida said.
Her thoughts wandered back to her time as a teacher.
School had been a competitive environment too. There
was way too little focus on teaching solidarity, and much
more on prepping students for ambitious careers, pumping them up and preparing them for the daily fight in the
work environment. It was more important to get the best
possible school report than it was to support a struggling
classmate with their assignment. What would school reports look like, she asked herself, if students were graded
on helping one another?
“Imagine if we were to approach the climate crisis in
much the same way we did the challenge of buying organic produce,” the pensioner continued. “Instead of driving
out to the farm store on our own, we found unity through
the delivery service. The same thing could happen in the
world: we could collectively solve a huge problem and
grow closer as humans, become a family. Live together as
opposed to separate from one another.
“Become a family,” Frida quietly repeated. “That would
be nice.”
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“It’s possible. We just have to start heading in the right
direction. And what better place to start than in our own
neighbourhood?”
Frida shook her head. How was anyone supposed to
cooperate with people from other continents, when they
didn’t even know the names of their own neighbours?
“Perhaps the climate crisis truly is a gift,” she said. “A
precious gift packaged as a gigantic problem, forcing us to
recognize it for the reward that it is. Because if we can
learn to live together as a family, to respect one another
and to lovingly care for our home and environment, nothing stands in the way of a solution. The climate crisis
could offer us the opportunity to become aware of the
fact that, on our small planet, we are all neighbours.”
The last drops fell from the sky as Frida felt the pensioner gently put his arm around her shoulder.
“And, best of all, we don’t have to wait for others to
take the first step,” he said. “We can start doing things differently ourselves. If we are happy to do so, the joy will
spread and inspire others.” He paused for a moment, gave
her shoulder a little squeeze, and withdrew his arm. “Besides, there’s another reason to become active and fight
for a better world.”
She eyed him curiously.
“It’s easy: it gives our own lives new purpose! Especially us old folks. We’re often made to feel superfluous in
a society focused on performance and competition. By
getting involved and becoming part of the solution, we no
longer feel insignificant and find new meaning in life.”
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Frida beamed. Yes, that was it! She felt she was doing
something meaningful by changing her bank and electricity provider, by eating fewer animal products and working up the courage to invite her neighbours to sign up for
a collective delivery service for organic produce. No one
was capable of changing the future on their own, especially not an old woman like her. What she could do, however, was plant seeds that enabled a different future. And
even if she was never going to harvest much of the yield,
the seeds were already nourishing her soul today. Perhaps
the List of Actions could help other starving souls find
purpose too.
On that note, she picked up her vegetable crate and
said goodbye to the friendly pensioner who believed in a
fairer, healthier and happier world, just like her. On the
short way home, she suddenly felt a pleasant warmth
spreading through her body, causing her to forget the cold
and wet autumn day. The man’s smile had provoked a
slight tingling in her stomach, the like of which she hadn’t
experienced in a long time. Her heart still belonged to her
husband, and perhaps that was never going to change –
but still, the tingling sensation felt good. Most importantly
though, the changes she had made over the last weeks
weren’t just beneficial to the Earth’s well-being, but her
own. She had managed to turn her inaction into brave action and had been rewarded with both new hope and new
friends.
Of course she was well aware that the destruction of
the environment had by no means come to an end. There
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would be more bad news and times of dark pessimism.
But none of that mattered right now. In this moment, she
wanted to embrace a feeling of peaceful lightness. Inspired by her happiness, she set her crate down in the kitchen before making her way down to the basement to get
her old record player and her dusty old records. She set
everything up in her little living room and put on her
Aretha Franklin record, intently listening to the crackling
sound spilling from the speakers. When the music started,
her feet began rocking back and forth. Oh, how she had
missed this soul classic! And the conversations with lovely
neighbours, with the like-minded and the dreamers – she
had missed those too. She danced and laughed her way
through her entire record collection feeling infinitely
grateful. Grateful and alive!
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9. Prohibitions and Dreams
Paul had announced a short visit for the next day. It was
Wednesday and the sun was shining for a change. Frida’s
record player was still on when he entered the living
room.
“You’re listening to Stevie Wonder?” he asked, clearly
surprised.
“You know Stevie Wonder?” she replied, equally surprised.
They grinned at one another, then sat down on the sofa
to have hot chocolate and biscuits while they caught up
on the latest news. Paul told her about the town’s plan to
sell the park they frequented regularly, to a real estate
company. They wanted to get rid of the trees and build
new apartments instead. He was furious and kept shaking
his head.
“How can we ask Brazil to protect the Amazon if we
can’t even keep the trees in a small park alive?”
Frida shrugged her shoulders. Unfortunately, it was
easier to point at others than to look in the mirror and
question one’s own actions. That counted for individuals
as much as it did for governments of any size. As such,
she wasn’t all that surprised by the town’s plans. She had
often asked herself how long it would take until the last
trees of the former forest would disappear. She dreaded
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the thought of the park being bulldozed but, unlike Paul,
she wasn’t angry. Nor did she feel grief or despair. She
hadn’t given up already, on the contrary: all the positive
changes over the past few weeks had made her grow more
optimistic. It was almost as if she had tapped into a secret
source of confidence within herself. So, instead of discussing the town’s plans further, she began telling Paul about
the changes the List of Actions had set in motion for her.
She told him about leaving her old bank and switching
to a new electricity provider, the oat milk for breakfast
and her visit to the organic food store. And, of course,
about the taxi trip to the farm store and the challenge of
getting enough people together for the delivery service.
She spoke of disappointment and courage, of unknown
neighbours and new friends. And while she spoke, Paul’s
face was filled with admiration and pride.
“You’ve turned into Frida for Future!”
His grandma laughed, then shook her head.
“No, I’m just Frida. The future concerns us all, and it’s
up to us all to care for it.”
On Saturday the sky had taken on its grey, autumn tones
again. Frida’s confidence had left her too, leaving the bitter taste of reality in its place. It was as though Paul had
left part of his rage behind in her apartment. She was
stunned by the fact the town was actually planning on
selling the small park. And to top it off, she had heard far
too much bad news on the radio again: severe fires were
blazing through the forests of the Congo, a violent
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typhoon had caused a lot of heavy damage in Japan, and
in Italy there had been devastating floods. In times of climate crisis, it was extremely difficult to stay permanently
optimistic, she thought. She constantly alternated between
hope and hopelessness, which was causing a rollercoaster
of emotions; rapid and unpredictable ups and downs that
had no consideration for Frida’s age or her wishes. She
really hoped everything would turn out okay, but at the
same time she knew that the situation was incredibly complicated. The destruction of nature was progressing too
quickly while people were changing their habits too
slowly. Some tipping points may even have been reached.
Perhaps it was already too late for wishing for the best.
Early that afternoon, the doorbell rang. It made Frida
jump as she wasn’t expecting anyone.
“Hello?” she said through the intercom.
“It’s me,” a wavering voice answered.
Frida buzzed her in, and a few minutes later her daughter-in-law, Paul’s mother, approached the door. Frida invited her in and immediately recognized the worry-lines
on her face. They sat around the kitchen table with a big
pot of chamomile tea.
“What happened?”
“Paul had an argument with his father.”
Frida eyed her hesitantly.
“Well, that’s nothing new, is it? They’re always at each
other’s throats.”
“But this time it was worse than usual,” her daughter-in-law sobbed. “They screamed at each other and said
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they never want to talk to each other again.”
The day before, Paul had found out that it was none
other than the real estate company his father worked for
that wanted to buy the park. He had asked him to do
something about it that very evening, but Paul’s father had
laughed in his face. The fight escalated from there.
“And you, what did you say?” Frida wanted to know.
“What was I supposed to say?”
Frida shook her head.
“You could have supported Paul. Or do you think it’s
right for the old trees to be replaced with apartments?”
Silence. Frida’s daughter-in-law was paralysed by fear.
Not fear of the further destruction of nature, but of the
end of domestic peace. It had always been the only thing
that was important to her. She wanted to maintain harmony at all costs, even if it meant giving up her own
needs and opinions. Frida had always accepted her decisions, even if she herself often thought differently. She
could relate to her grandson’s decision, however.
“If I were Paul, I wouldn’t speak to your husband anymore either. How could he make fun of your son’s concerns? After all, they are very much justified.”
“I’m sure he didn’t mean it in a bad way.”
Frida threw a sceptical look her way.
“Besides, Paul shouldn’t be speaking to his father in
that tone.”
“And you think a pretty please would have helped?”
The daughter-in-law reached for her cup with shaky
hands, and took several small sips.
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“Why does he want to change everything?” she asked
fearfully.
“Who? Paul?”
“Yes. He’s always talking about how we should be
changing our lifestyles. Because of the climate. We
shouldn’t fly anymore, stop eating meat, and my husband
is supposed to stop building apartments.”
“I doubt he said that no more apartments should be
built. But trees definitely shouldn’t be cut down for that.
And it’s not about not flying at all, or stopping eating
meat altogether, but about reducing everything a bit.”
“But why? Why can’t things stay the way they are?”
Frida sighed and devoted a few moments to her own
cup. At times she wished some things didn’t have to
change, too. That her eyesight wouldn’t weaken, that her
husband wouldn’t have died, and that people never would
have started disrespecting nature. That the end of one war
wouldn’t have signified the beginning of another. But constant change was a part of life, and not all changes were
pleasant. Mind you, it was precisely this constant change
that left us with hope. If everything remained as it were,
the sick Earth would remain sick as well.
So the real problem wasn’t change in itself, it was the
fear of it. Frida’s daughter-in-law was the best example.
Her fear left her completely paralysed – instead of finding
the courage to change direction, she desperately tried to
stay on course.
“How are things at home supposed to work now?” she
asked. “We can’t just turn our whole lives around for the
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sake of the climate. And I can’t handle the constant fights
between the two of them.”
Frida wasn’t sure how to react. On the one hand, she
was angry with her daughter-in-law’s persistence in taking
on the role of the victim. On the other hand, she realized
that meeting this role with anger wasn’t going to help
either.
“I understand that you want to have a peaceful home
life,” she finally said. “Paul wants that too, just as much as
I do. But without change, there will be no peace. Because
most people are at war with nature, simply by holding on
to their preferred lifestyles.”
Paul’s mother started sobbing again.
“Why do I have to go along with all of this? I haven’t
hurt anybody.”
No she hadn’t, Frida thought, but she wasn’t helping
anyone either. Her crippling fear only led to excuses and
denial, to turning away, silence and inaction. But fear
could also help people recognize the urgency of doing
something. As with severe illnesses, for example: the imminent danger of dying could release unexpected willpower. Maybe too many people hadn’t realized yet that
the climate crisis was indeed a matter of survival.
But perhaps someone like Frida’s daughter-in-law
wasn’t capable of allowing their fear to motivate them. A
lot of people were in similar positions and if they weren’t
going to change voluntarily, Frida thought, maybe they
needed to be forced into it. She wasn’t a fan of prohibition, but how else was the tide going to turn? Certain
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things shouldn’t be allowed anymore: felling healthy trees,
short trips by plane, SUVs cruising around town, or cheap
meat that has travelled across the globe. Better to forbid
certain things now than to lose everything in the future.
Frida had even considered whether some kind of ecodictatorship could be the only solution. A powerful entity
that oversaw the welfare of humans and nature as its top
priority. But dictatorships and restrictions would also
bring all kinds of complications. For one, they would predominantly hit the poorer parts of society – those who
had enough money would find ways to buy themselves
free of any type of prohibition. Secondly, there was no
person in existence wise and powerful enough to always
make the right decisions. And governments? Instead of
promoting renewable forms of energy, they allowed toxic,
coal-fired power plants to be built; instead of taking farreaching, intelligent measures, they passed inadequate climate laws. Was it really safe to assume that governments
were capable of putting the right laws in place? Add to
this the fact that Frida loved the personal freedom the
modern world had brought. If laws were to restrict this
freedom, would she tolerate them? And, more importantly, would prohibition pose a long-term solution to the
illness that was quickly spreading on Earth? Because, ultimately, this sickness – consisting of egotism, greed and ignorance – could only be cured through heightened awareness. More consciousness and more love.
Frida poured some more tea and considered her daughter-in-law compassionately. Perhaps it was all just a matter
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of perspective and the right choice of words. Annoying
bans could also be considered sensible rules – like the
seatbelt requirement, the speed limit and the ban on
smoking in public places. Initially, everyone had been upset by these rules but, in the end, the majority was happy
the restrictions had been introduced. Instead of meeting
changes with fear, one could choose to embrace them
with gratitude.
“You know,” she said, “if everything were alright, we
wouldn’t have to change anything. But it’s not alright. The
two of us may be older, but there’s a good chance we too
will get to witness the terrible consequences of the climate
crises. At the same time, this means we’ll be able to observe many positive changes, if we start to make better
choices.”
Her daughter-in-law nodded timidly.
“Instead of continuing to destroy everything, we could
begin by making up for our mistakes,” Frida went on.
“We could welcome the changes that seem difficult. Let’s
be honest: do you really think you’ll be unhappier eating
less meat and flying less? I would even go as far as to say
that we would gain something by spending less on these
lifestyle choices.”
Frida was met with a sceptical yet equally curious look.
“Pure pleasure! When we eat strawberries that grow in
our fields at certain times of the year, they will turn into a
special treat again, and we’ll be looking forward to them,
the way we used to. And if you only go on holiday once a
year, travel will no longer be a senseless consumption and
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you’ll actually start to value your time away again; and, as a
result, enjoy it in a completely different way.”
Finally a little smile was visible on Paul’s mother’s face.
Frida intensified her efforts and painted a colourful picture of the future, using all the colours she had at her disposal. She spoke of how the older generation could play
their part in making a healthier world. And this wasn’t just
a matter of participating, but also taking a role in shaping
the movement. It was a matter of enriching the movement, not ignoring or passively running along with it!
Frida told her daughter-in-law about the working group
she was looking to establish with two fellow pensioners in
her neighbourhood. The idea was to teach young people
old skills. They wanted to enable the younger generation
to do more for themselves again, whether it was cooking,
sewing or repairing things. To not always have to buy
ready-made products that quickly landed in the bin. To
become more sustainable. A homemade stew, made with
fresh vegetables from the market, required significantly
less plastic and shorter transport routes; less consumption,
more joy, fulfilment and independence. A genuine miracle
cure for the planet and the soul!
There was so much they could do – it was just a matter
of putting things into practice. She didn’t know whether
her words would have an effect on her daughter-in-law.
But the picture Frida had painted had at least helped her
restore her own confidence. It had reminded her not to
get stuck in her pessimism, but to keep on moving forward – onwards and upwards.
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“Let’s set a good example!” she said with encouraging
euphoria. “If we inspire enough other people, we may be
able to achieve what might seem utopic and impossible
now. We can overcome the climate crisis, create peace and
live in happy unity!”
It was a dream, yes. But if we had no dream to work towards, how would it ever come true?
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10. The Things We Love
Despite occasional moments of euphoria, worries about
the state of the world wouldn’t leave Frida in peace. Although she saw signs of change everywhere, it was far
from enough and it was all moving too slow. Paul and his
friends from Fridays for Future were active and found
themselves in the news more often, and the delivery service from the farm store was going well too. By now the
group had grown and there were twenty participants. But
Frida realized that the Fridays for Future movement as
well as the farm store delivery service were just small
droplets of hope in a sea of inactivity. Where were these
positive signs of change in day to day life? People consumed as if their lives depended on it, cars jammed up the
motorways and polluted the air, and the rubbish containers in town were overflowing. Instead of reducing our
ecological footprint, our oh-so-civilized society couldn’t
even manage to focus on not increasing it. Harmful emissions and our obsession with growth were literally exploding! And as if all that were not bad enough, now their beloved park was threatened with destruction.
A few days after her daughter-in-law’s visit, Frida put
on a warm coat and a scarf and went to visit the trees, in
spite of the uncomfortable temperatures. As she was
walking along the street trying to adjust to the late-autumn
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cold, she suddenly found a little understanding for those
who didn’t take the climate emergency seriously. Wasn’t it
somewhat strange to be talking about global warming
when it was getting colder by the day?
She walked into the park through the main entrance
and strolled along the narrow path on her own. The trees
had lost their leaves by now and their bare branches
danced in the wind like mysterious figures. Frida asked
herself what the trees must have thought about the developments on Earth. They had no eyes nor ears, but they
were living beings who, just like all living beings, were involved in the ways of the world. Surely they could sense
that something wasn’t right.
Frida had got to know some of the larger trees in her
own youth. The huge beech on the northern edge of the
park, for example, or the three big oak trees next to the
open meadow. To her, they were old friends with whom
she had shared many moments over the years. Stories of
happiness and sorrow, of storms and serenity, of unity
and loneliness. She didn’t want to imagine a life without
these friends, and yet it looked like it was going to come
to that. Soon, massive diggers could be rolling along these
paths, accompanied by loud chainsaws that would signal
the end of their shared stories. And then, once everything
had been felled, the excavators would roll on to the next
trees, and the chainsaws would send them to kingdom
come. It happened every day, more and more often and all
around the world. No wonder, she thought, that nature
had started to fight back.
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She stopped at the small playground to greet the single
mother who lived on the ground floor. They exchanged a
few words before the woman excused herself to settle a
dispute between her kids. Frida continued strolling along,
reflecting on maternal sacrifice. Alone with three kids, day
in day out – that didn’t leave a lot of time to dedicate to
one’s own needs. It had to be nice, though, to have a big
family, she thought. She had always wanted to have more
children, but it wasn’t meant to be. Nowadays, Frida
wasn’t all that sure she would still harbour that same wish
if she were sixty years younger. Aside from the stress children brought with them, big families weren’t exactly a
model for a more sustainable world. Quite a few climate
activists even went as far as to insist that having children
at all was irresponsible. After all, each additional child was
an extra burden on an already overcrowded Earth. Frida
didn’t entirely agree with this stance because, without any
offspring at all, there would be no future either. Perhaps
just one or two children per family would be enough.
Some people were of the opinion that people in Africa
and Asia should stop continuously making babies first.
The only way Frida could counter was by energetically
shaking her head. Of course things on other continents
had to change too, but to react to criticism by going on
about others was not just cowardly and arrogant, it also
didn’t contribute a thing to solving these problems.
She walked past the small pond and had almost reached
the big birch tree when she spotted the gardener motionlessly kneeling next to a bush by the side of the path. She
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had seen him many times already. He was in his midfifties, and had a head full of grey curls and a calm and
friendly manner. Concerned, she approached him.
“Are you not feeling well?”
He turned to face her and smiled.
“All good. I’m just marvelling at these diligent ants.”
Frida leaned over and saw them too; hundreds of small,
black insects were crowding around a hole in the ground,
carrying white, walnut-sized balls from their ant trail beneath the soil.
“Popcorn,” the gardener said.
“Excuse me?”
The man pointed to the bin by the path. Someone had
thrown away a bag of popcorn, half of which had landed
on the grass in the process. It certainly wasn’t right to pollute the park in this manner, but the ants were glad to be
able to stock up their larder just before winter.
“Nice to see someone is helping you keep everything
clean here.”
The gardener nodded.
“Yes, we often underestimate how much work all the
insects do for us. They may just be tiny creatures, but they
play an incredibly important role in nature.” He sighed.
“Unfortunately, there are fewer and fewer of them.”
“The insects’ demise,” Frida replied immediately. “I’ve
heard about that too.”
“I see it almost every day. The places that used to be
buzzing with flies, bees and beetles are now empty and
frighteningly silent.”
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“Do you reckon this is down to the climate crisis too?”
“Certainly,” the gardener answered. “The entire ecosystem is highly sensitive to temperature fluctuations. Sudden
changes can have particularly dramatic consequences. The
climate has always gone through changes, but it used to
happen at a snail’s pace and over long periods of time.”
He got up, patted the dirt from his pants and they
slowly continued along the path together.
“Climate change isn’t solely at fault for the disappearance of insects, though,” the gardener continued. “The
pesticides used in agriculture play a big part. They poison
the soil and everything that lives on it. The chemicals may
facilitate the farmers’ work in the short term, and help
them get a higher yield, but in the long term they destroy
the foundation of all growth. How is anything useful
meant to grow without healthy soil and a healthy insect
population?”
Frida eyed him sadly. It was so frustrating – humans
were literally digging their own graves!
“And as though climate change and all the poison
weren’t enough already, we are robbing these small animals of their habitat. Just look at all these front yards
made of concrete – no flowers, no fertile earth.” He
shrugged his shoulders. “The concrete jungle is spreading
like an aggressive cancer. How is nature supposed to remain healthy when we don’t leave it any room to
breathe?”
They remained silent for a while, as they strolled on
with quiet steps.
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“Did you know this park is supposed to be torn down
too?”
“Yes,” the gardener shrugged. “They want to build
more apartment blocks. For people. No one’s interested
in the animal homes that already exist here. It makes you
want to tear your hair out!” Then his expression changed
to one of indifference. “But it is what it is.”
He gave her an encouraging smile and she reciprocated.
“Hopefully people will eventually learn that they need
nature.”
“Yes, I hope so,” Frida replied. “But will they come to
this realization in time? Before it’s too late?”
It would be tragic, she thought, if humankind finally
came to realize that it is part of a closely interwoven fabric
that depends on the health of a gigantic, highly complex
ecosystem, only to find out that too many tipping points
had already been reached and that, despite all good intentions, there were no remedies left to prevent the total collapse of it all.
“I’m afraid everything will have to get a whole lot
worse before a deeper understanding might enable the necessary changes,” the gardener said. Then he smiled again.
“But I still have hope that we can get there in time. And in
terms of the climate crisis in particular, it’s the trees in the
parks and forests that can greatly contribute to the solution of our problem. They can help to regenerate the depleted soil and to get rid of excess carbon in the air. They
could be humankind’s saviours – we just have to let
them.”
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It could all be so easy, Frida thought. To reduce damaging mass consumption and simultaneously plant as
many trees as possible – it didn’t take much more than
that. And wasn’t nature admirable? She was ready to forgive and forget all our atrocities and help us immediately.
“We should all start planting a tree every week,” she
said.
“That would be nice, yes. But what would be even better is if we would finally put a stop to deforestation. We
lose billions of trees every year, and the new ones can’t
grow back fast enough to make up for it all.”
“In other words, a great first step would be to fight
against the tearing down of this park,” she concluded.
“Exactly! The opportunity to choose a different fate
and to support climate protection in a meaningful way is
right here on our doorsteps.” The gardener paused. “Are
we going to use this opportunity? And will we be given
many more chances?”
They walked on in silence. Frida believed in nature’s
generosity, and her willingness to give the confused
people on this Earth plenty more chances. But she fully
understood that even nature would eventually run out of
patience. There were plenty of signs already that our state
of emergency was steadily getting worse: increasing
storms, floods, draughts, forest fires and the demise of insects. Perhaps the gardener was right, though, perhaps humankind needed more and clearer signs.
“You know,” he said in a calm voice, as they passed
one of the many wooden benches. “It’s not just about en93

vironmental issues. A park like this is a public asset. It is
open to everyone and can serve as a neutral meeting
point, an inspiring place to play or a place to retreat.
Where are people meant to meet, play and relax once the
park disappears? At the shopping centre?”
Frida couldn’t help but grin. Yes, it really was a strange
world we lived in.
“What do you think we’re doing wrong? Why are we
going to let them tear down the park?”
The gardener ran his hand through his curls and
thought for a moment.
“Perhaps that’s exactly the problem: we have replaced
the park with the shopping centre. If more people were to
spend more time outside, out in the green, they would
value it much more and would therefore be willing to defend what is precious to them. I believe that, at the end of
the day, we only protect the things we know and love.”
Frida nodded in agreement. It was true for many
things. If we were to plant what we need to eat, it would
never dawn on us to throw so much of it away; if we were
to sew our own clothes, we would take better care of
them; and if we knew all the inhabitants on this Earth personally, we wouldn’t form borders but would build
bridges.
“So, in order to avert the climate crisis, we must first
get to know the Earth – our home – better.”
“Yes, I think so,” the gardener said. “ We need to invest in our relationship with water, land and air and all living beings. We need to feel part of something again, in94

stead of continuing to isolate ourselves. It’s also a matter
of responsibility: are we willing to take responsibility for
the problems we have obviously created? Each and every
one of us is guilty, some more than others. And once we
have understood and accepted that, it’s about finding answers in the form of sustainable solutions and implementing them.”
Frida was reminded of Paul’s words: ‘How can we expect Brazil to protect the Amazon when we can’t even
manage to protect the trees in a small park?’ By indirectly
blaming South American countries, we were ignoring our
own responsibility.
“There’s no point,” the gardener continued as if he had
read Frida’s mind, “in putting the blame on someone else
and waiting for someone to take matters into their own
hands. Your generation and mine made a big mess of
things. And those of the younger generation may have
some good intentions but they are, by and large, following
in the footsteps of our destructive lifestyles. The only
ones free of all faults are those who haven’t even been
born yet. So we must all ask ourselves: what do we want
to leave behind for those who aren’t here yet? Because the
Earth is our common legacy – in what state do we want to
pass it on? As a precious gift or a worthless pile of dirt?”
A final moment of shared silence.
Shortly afterwards they arrived at the main entrance
and parted ways.
“Thank you for the stimulating conversation,” Frida
said, hesitantly adding: “If you don’t mind my saying, for a
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gardener you know a surprising amount about the world
and life. Did you study anything?”
The gardener laughed.
“I study every day! And I have the best teacher there is:
nature!”
Frida nodded appreciatively.
“I hope we won’t end up killing your teacher.”
“Ah, I’m not worried about nature,” he countered.
“Sooner or later, she’ll heal. The big question is, whether
humankind will survive.”
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11. Me
Frida admired the trust the gardener had in nature, but she
didn’t want to simply leave the park to its fate. Seeing as
an old woman such as herself couldn’t do much against
the looming destruction on her own, she thought it would
be worth a try asking the town’s most powerful man for
help. She wrote the mayor a long email, and had great
hopes in receiving a statement in return – but she waited
in vain. When she still hadn’t received an answer a week
later, she reached for her phone, ready to try her luck in a
more direct manner. The nice lady on the other end of the
line listened to her intently, but instead of putting her
through to the municipal leader, she explained that the
mayor was currently unavailable. The local elections were
just around the corner and a few trees in a park were definitely not on his list of priorities. Frida hung up feeling
disappointed, thinking about whether there was anything
else she could try. Nothing immediately came to mind, so
she decided to take care of someone she had neglected
over the last few weeks: her former colleague.
The radio was on in the background while she was getting ready. This time the reports didn’t revolve around
fires and floods, but water scarcity. In South Africa it
hadn’t rained for months; in various cities water was
already being rationed and people all over the country
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were standing in line at filling stations with canisters, preparing for the worst. Frida thought back to the post-war
period, when she herself had experienced what it meant
when there was suddenly no more running water. Both
the shower and the toilet had ceased to function, and all
kitchen activities had turned into huge challenges. Eventually, the emergency situation had passed, but Frida wanted
to avoid having to live through an experience like that
again. In the modern world, we take running water for
granted, she thought. Faster internet and expeditions to
Mars were being promoted, meanwhile people seemed to
forget that, despite all this progress, we were still dependent on the weather gods.
Half an hour later, Frida was on the bus, looking out of
the window. Unlike before, she now started noticing the
many concrete front gardens. Aside from reducing the insects’ natural habitat, they weren’t nice to look at either.
But, in the end, the aesthetics were only secondary. The
gardener had been right: how was nature going to continue helping us, if we weren’t leaving her any room?
When she arrived at the old people’s home and entered
her former colleague’s room, she found her staring at the
ceiling, as was often the case. Frida sat down next to her
bed and started sharing the latest events in her life. But
her mind kept drifting back to the problems of the world,
and especially the park. Was there really nothing she could
do? She desperately studied her environment, until her
eyes rested on the TV. It was showing an ad for a real estate company. Frida stared at the screen and was suddenly
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hit with an idea. Her son! Of course!
She lovingly hugged her old friend goodbye and left the
old people’s home with a new zest for action. As soon as
she reached the street, however, she felt her confidence
sink. Could she really expect help from her son? Wouldn’t
a conversation with him just end in more frustration? She
felt fear rising from deep within. Fear of disappointment.
Fear of the park being torn down and fear of an ominous
future. A future without water and insects, but instead
with crop failures and new deadly viruses on our own
doorstep. How was one single person supposed to deal
with so many worries?
Just before she reached the bus stop, she stopped and
shook her head. Sometimes, it was simply too much –
even a Frida for Future needed a break now and then.
And seeing as she wasn’t going to be able to save the
world, humankind, nor the park on this day, a Friday, she
decided to at least save her own heavy heart from drowning in sorrow. She needed a little timeout from all the
drama to avoid sinking into depression. It was important
to strengthen mind, body and soul by doing something
good for oneself, despite all the problems.
So, instead of risking an overload of fears and frustrations, she went straight to the organic supermarket nearby
and ordered a big slice of cake with an extra helping of
cream. Then she made her way home, listened to her records and danced, and in the evening she treated herself
to a glass of wine and read – not reports on the climate
crisis, but a gripping novel. And when she snuggled up in
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bed just before midnight, a happy smile spread across her
face. Even in times of crisis, there were moments that
made living worthwhile.
The next morning, Frida had a leisurely breakfast before
making her way to the bus stop again. This time she
wasn’t going to the old people’s home but in the opposite
direction, to the other side of town. She purposely didn’t
announce her visit to her son, as she was sure he would
have found some reason why it would be an inconvenience to him. She had found out through her daughter-in-law that there were no trips planned to their holiday
home in Mallorca this weekend, and seeing as he was usually home on Saturday mornings she figured she had a
good chance of finding him there.
While she was on the bus looking out of the window as
usual, she tried to replace the negative image she had of
her son with a benevolent attitude. Perhaps he would surprise her and offer his help to save the park. Who knew?
Maybe the fight with Paul had given him food for
thought.
The bus ride took almost three quarters of an hour.
Frida got off the bus at the last stop, and continued on
foot for another ten minutes until she finally reached the
large, detached house. She took another deep breath, then
decisively made her way to the door and rang the bell. She
heard footsteps from within, then the door opened.
“Mother!” her son exclaimed, obviously surprised.
“What are you doing here?”
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He was just as tall and as old as the gardener, but instead of sporting a head of curls, he was bald.
“I need to talk to you.”
“Now?”
She nodded.
“I don’t really have time right now. Can’t you come another…”
“It’s important,” she interrupted him, the expression
on her face as serious as her tone.
He hesitated for a moment, but the look in her eyes let
him know that his mother wasn’t going to be brushed off
that easily.
“Okay then, come in.”
Frida followed him into the living room, put her coat
down and sat at the long dining table. Her son settled
down next to her, at the head of the table. Neither Paul
nor her daughter-in-law were home, and that suited Frida
just fine. She preferred to talk to her son in private.
“As you can probably imagine, it’s about the park.”
Her son crossed his arms in front of his chest and
listened to what Frida had to say. That the park was a
public property, that it would be a shame to destroy the
old trees in favour of building flats for the privileged.
“I wouldn’t be able to change anything about it even if
I wanted to,” he said once she had finished. “I don’t make
the final purchasing decisions, they’re made by others in
my company.”
“Even if you wanted to? So you don’t care about the
park at all?”
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“No, I’m not indifferent to it. But the town needs new
apartments in good locations. Where else are people supposed to live, under the bridges and up in the trees?”
“You could build on the outskirts of town.”
“Yes, we could. But there’s no saving the park anyway.
If we don’t buy it, another real estate company will.”
She looked at him, horrified. Unfortunately, there was
no sign of a positive surprise so far.
“And that’s reason enough for you? Before others start
felling the trees, you’d rather do it yourself?”
Her son sighed, clearly irritated.
“Do you even realize,” Frida continued, “that preserving the park would be a great step towards local climate protection?”
“Are you also stuck on this climate crap now?”
“Crap?”
“Yes! It seems you’ve all gone mad, just because the
temperatures are rising by a few degrees. Why suddenly all
this madness?”
“Easy: because climate change is accelerating! And it’s
not like no one has tried warning us. Scientists have been
talking about the consequences for forty years, but most
of us haven’t been taking them seriously until now.”
“Oh, scientists,” her son waved her off. “These alarmists always exaggerate.”
“The opposite. They’ve even admitted to having underestimated the developments.”
“The only thing they are underestimating is their own
cluelessness. As if that little bit of CO in the air is going
²
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to make a difference.”
“So you’re the climate expert now?” Frida asked.
“No. Are you?”
“No, but I’ve studied the subject in detail. Besides, just
watching the news is enough. All the forest fires and
storms…”
“Oh, come on!” her son interrupted her bluntly. “Suddenly climate change is to blame for everything? That’s ridiculous! Should I sue the coal power plants next time I
get sunburn?”
Frida stared at him numbly. It didn’t surprise her in the
least that Paul and his father were constantly at odds with
one another. Not just because her son was a stubborn
mule, but because his manner of arguing was just downright exasperating. She took a deep breath and tried a
calmer approach.
“What if the scientists are right? You can’t rule that
out.”
Her son considered this for a moment.
“Okay, then what?”
“Then we would have to take action to prevent the climate crisis from getting worse.”
“And what would these actions look like? Am I supposed to sell my car and show up to my client meetings by
bike?”
“That would be one possibility,” she countered soberly.
“But it would already help if you were to drive a smaller
car. To fly less and eat less meat, and just leave the park as
it is.”
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He sighed again.
“All this drama over a few old trees.”
“Yes, all this drama over a few old trees! Is it really so
hard to change one’s decadent lifestyle somewhat?”
“Decadent? In what way is my lifestyle decadent?”
Frida threw him an incredulous look.
“Are you trying to tell me you need a house in Spain,
two huge cars and a steak every night to lead a good life?”
“Well, if you call that decadent, then all my neighbours
are too.”
Frida shrugged her shoulders.
“Personally, I wouldn’t care how you live,” she said.
“But the problem is that others are suffering for your
prosperity. And not just for yours, mine too. There is just
too much inequality. Compared to the majority of the
world’s population, we are living like kings and queens.
We exploit others, so we can keep on living a life of luxury. Do you think that’s fair?”
This time it was her son who shrugged his shoulders.
“And, in addition, it’s the very people we exploit who
will suffer the consequences of climate change the most.
It’s not just about people either – what about all the animals that are threatened with extinction thanks to our actions?”
“Honestly? I don’t care about the animals. And if
you’re going to talk about inequality, you should probably
ask yourself how we’ve managed to advance when, elsewhere, others are still running through the bush in loincloths.”
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Frida couldn’t believe what she was hearing.
“I have spent my whole life slaving away, why should I
restrict myself and deny myself beautiful things just because others are lazy?”
“Do you seriously think people in other parts of the
world don’t work just as hard?”
“We can’t always take care of others,” he responded, irritated and impatient. “Are we going to turn the whole
planet into a social welfare office? Everyone is responsible
for their own fortune. It’s not my problem that some
people don’t understand that.”
“The climate crisis is certainly your problem too,
though. Or do you think the climate cares about borders?
You can’t just build a wall to protect yourself from storms
and droughts. And even if you don’t care about people on
different continents, what about Paul? What about all
those who still have many years on this Earth and are going to have to live under extreme conditions just because
we weren’t prepared to give up part of our wealth?”
“You’re dramatizing the whole thing again,” he said. “It
won’t get that bad. And if it does, then those who are affected by it will have to find a solution. I have to take care
of my own problems too – why shouldn’t it be the same
for others?”
It was useless, Frida thought. All she was met with were
justifications, no insight. She had already received a similar
speech from the businessman in her building. She imagined what things would be like if young people were to
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ample, a highly contagious disease that didn’t affect the
young generation, but sent the rest of the population to
their early graves. How would the older people feel if the
youngsters refused to stick to safety protocols, reasoning
that it simply wasn’t their problem?
Throughout history, mankind had achieved so much –
impressive technological developments, healing remedies
for countless ailments, and an infinite source of cultural
treasures. But nothing had changed about the human ego.
The ice caps were thawing faster and faster, but the muchneeded compassion everyone carried within them was still
frozen deep inside.
She asked herself what she and her husband had done
wrong, to have their son turn into such a ruthless and selfabsorbed person. At times she doubted whether he was
her son. He was like a stranger to her, and she’d rather
have nothing to do with him. She would have loved to
have someone like the gardener as part of her family instead. Someone who spoke about nature and the common
good with great passion, instead of always focusing on his
own advantages. And what made the whole thing even
more unbearable was the fact that people like her son,
who ruthlessly pursued their own goals, were rewarded by
being held in society’s highest esteem. The gardener, on
the other hand, who respected the well-being of all living
things, could only dream of such prestige. Those who
cared for trees were considered dumb and unimportant,
whereas those who chopped them down were celebrated
as heroes.
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After a long silence, Frida finally got up. Her son hadn’t
changed, and there was no reason for her to stay in his
house any longer.
“Look after yourself,” he said as she was leaving.
She nodded.
“And you might consider looking after others for a
change.”
She turned around and left her son and his strange attitude behind.
On her way back to the bus stop, Frida went over their
conversation once more. She couldn’t relate to her son’s
indifference towards the suffering of others. Sadly, he
wasn’t the only one either. But that was precisely why
something good had come out of their conversation – because there were far too many unteachable, anti-social
people, Frida had realized that nice words and individual
changes weren’t enough to improve the world. She
needed to unite with others and assert political pressure
because, without it, the laws needed to curb these egotists
would never come into existence. The only way to fight
against climate sins and rampant narcissism was by way of
a communal uprising. A rebellion against the extinction of
compassion and common sense!
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12. Rebellion
Frida spent the rest of the weekend at home. She thought
about all the events that had taken place over the last
weeks. About the things she had learned and changed,
about her successes and failures, her fears and hopes. Her
grandson Paul and the scientists had explained the world’s
state of emergency to her in great detail, and the caretaker
and the gardener, and many neighbours, had given her the
feeling that she was on the right path. It was a difficult,
rocky road, but the only one that would lead out of the
darkness.
The climate and environmental crisis was severely dangerous but, fortunately, it wasn’t too late yet. The human
population still had every opportunity to avert its own
grim fate and shape a better future together. And that’s
exactly what frustrated Frida the most; there was no lack
of solutions, they simply weren’t being implemented. Instead of taking decisive actions, a lot of people still didn’t
want to accept that there was a problem at all. But without
recognizing the problem and dealing with it openly and
honestly, how could it ever be solved?
At times she doubted whether enough people would
wake up in time. Just thinking of her son made her give
up on believing that the crisis could be overcome. He’d
rather start a war with the Chinese and Indians than limit
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his flights to holiday destinations and choose a smaller car
– after all, they were the world’s biggest polluters. But
who had started all this pollution and exploitation? And
how was blatantly ignoring one’s own responsibility going
to help?
Frida had read reports from several sources stating that
the climate crisis could lead to a bitter generational conflict. Young against old, change against gridlock. She
could see why youngsters were so angry with the older
generation – they were the ones who had started all this
chaos in the first place. Worse yet, she thought, was the
fact that so many people from her own generation refused
to, at the very least, help clean up this mess. And all that,
even though it could be so liberating and therapeutic to let
go of one’s rusty old habits and make room for new experiences.
Thanks to the List of Actions, Frida had not only started to help the environment, she had also gained new
friends and the feeling of doing something purposeful.
The changes she made may have been small, but they had
greatly reduced her ecological footprint. She now had an
account with an ethical bank and the electricity she used
was wind and solar powered; she no longer bought cow’s
milk and only ate meat twice a week at the most. The farm
store’s delivery service kept her stocked with organic, regional produce, which had also reduced her plastic waste
greatly. Additionally, she tried to avoid using the elevator,
and she took the bus to get around town or used her own
muscle power to get from point A to point B. And if an
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82-year-old lady was capable of doing all this, there really
was no excuse for most others to remain inactive.
Frida was aware that certain changes were difficult for
some people. A sales representative couldn’t do business
without his car, and a top athlete couldn’t travel to every
international competition by train; sadly, many single
mothers weren’t in a position to only buy healthy organic
products, and a student couldn’t always afford Fairtrade
clothes. But it wasn’t about doing everything perfectly, it
was about finding new inspirations and continuing to follow on this path, step by step. To regularly ask one’s self
where there was still room for change, and what could be
contributed to a fairer, more sustainable world. And those
who hadn’t yet started on this path needed to ask themselves how they wanted to spend the rest of their lives. Ultimately, it was up to each and every individual to decide
whether they wanted to be part of the solution or part of
the problem.
Alas, not everyone was ready to contribute to the solution. Some lacked the awareness, like Frida’s son, others
the courage, like her daughter-in-law. Others tried to take
action, but more often than not these well-intended actions remained nothing but good intentions, which didn’t
actually contribute to change. This was often the case in
politics as well as the business world. Seeing as it was unrealistic to hope that everyone would start taking action
on their own account, and seeing as there was no time to
wait for a miracle that would save the climate or the park,
a different, more efficient strategy needed to be found.
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Frida had already gained experience developing such
strategies with the farm shop’s delivery service, the way
her grandson Paul had with the Fridays for Future movement. It was the last point on the List of Actions: to get
involved together! To join forces and fight against the destruction of nature.
That same Sunday evening, Frida met Paul and several
fellow activists to work on a plan to save the park. They
wanted to draw the attention of the city’s population to
the impending loss of the park with a targeted protest action and exert pressure on the local politicians. The global
climate crisis may have seemed too abstract and distant
for some, but this was a matter of protecting a local neighbourhood’s ancient trees – this was in no way abstract or
distant.
They decided to start the demonstration on the following Friday. To ensure a good turnout, they had to do a
great deal of advertising. Flyers were printed and handed
out all over town, and Paul and his friends announced the
event on all their social media channels. On top of that,
they opted for another, quite unique but very effective,
publicity stunt: a day before the demonstration, a group of
twenty activists gathered in the town centre and, following
a signal, dropped to the floor and played dead. Almost
everyone stopped in passing to watch the curious spectacle, and were handed a flyer by Frida and a few other
helpers.
“Why are they lying there?” a small girl asked.
“Because they want to warn us,” Frida answered. “If we
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don’t do anything, all the beautiful trees in the park will
also drop dead to the ground.”
The girl looked up to her mother, horrified.
“Mum, we can’t let that happen! How are we going to
live without trees?”
Frida smiled. The message had been received.
When Frida awoke the next day, she was excited and filled
with confidence. Over the last couple of days, a lot of
people had told her they would be coming. But then she
looked outside and saw dark, grey clouds in the sky. What
if it rained? How many people would be ready to head out
into the cold rain for the trees’ welfare? She folded her
hands and sent out a prayer. It had to stay dry, otherwise
the success of their action would be in great danger.
But apparently the weather gods were preoccupied with
other things that day, and hadn’t picked up on her prayer.
Around midday it started raining and, according to the
news on the radio, it wasn’t going to stop for the rest of
the day. Frida fell back on to her sofa feeling disappointed, close to tears. Had all their hard work been for nothing? What if she was the only one to show up at the
agreed meeting point? A cold shiver ran down her spine.
Was another great disappointment awaiting her? Perhaps
it was better, she thought for a few moments, not to go at
all.
She took deep breaths, in and out, looking for new
strength, when her conscience finally lent a helping hand.
No, she wouldn’t forgive herself for abandoning the trees.
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Even if she was going to be the only one to stand guard in
the rain, it was still better than lapsing back into inaction
and her cosy sofa. Besides, a few days ago she had spoken
on the phone to a former student of hers who worked for
a regional TV channel. She had promised her she would
show up with her camera team. If all else failed, they were
just going to have to film an old woman fighting for the
trees in the rain, all on her own.
After lunch, Frida rested a little, then she picked up her
umbrella and her handcrafted protest sign, and wandered
to the park. The demonstration was scheduled for three
o’clock at the main entrance. Frida arrived almost twenty
minutes early so, for the moment, she wasn’t unnerved by
the fact she was the only one there. She positioned herself
to the centre of the entrance and waited.
A minute passed, then two, then three, then five. There
was no sign of any other demonstrators far and wide. She
sighed loudly and continued waiting. A few cars drove by
and, in the distance, she heard the sirens of an ambulance.
What would happen if the ambulance never showed up
after an emergency call? The park, the Earth and billions
of its living beings had sent out an emergency call – was
anyone going to come to their rescue?
Another five minutes passed, but then, at ten to three,
someone tapped her on the shoulder.
“Paul!” she cried, and hugged him. “I’m so glad you
made it.”
Finally another Friday with her grandson, that was
good enough already, Frida thought.
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“Did you think I wasn’t going to show up?” he asked,
in astonishment. “And did you think I was coming
alone?”
He turned to the side, and when she saw what he had
brought along she almost fainted with joy: a stream of
colourful placards and umbrellas marched through the
park towards them. And not only that, suddenly she heard
more voices behind her too. She turned around and that
was it – tears of relief ran down her cheeks. Groups of
every size trickled in from all directions, singing and
drumming, their placards and umbrellas dancing in the air.
Frida reached for her grandson’s hand and squeezed it
tight.
“Just look at how many people showed up!”
Soon, the entire lawn between the park and the street
was covered in crowds of demonstrators. They had all
come: Frida’s neighbours, the caretaker from the old
people’s home, the owners of the farm store and many
more she didn’t know. There were hundreds, if not thousands, of people! She would have loved to have hugged
every single one of them. Then a loud honk and the
crowd parted for the gardener, who rolled up on his tractor, a large trailer attached to it loaded with shovels and
young trees.
“I thought I’d give you all something to do,” he
grinned as he climbed down.
The shovels were distributed, and a little later a small
army of activists began planting the young trees. While the
crowd applauded, they formed a long protective wall
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along the lawn in defence of the park behind it.
“What a brilliant idea!” Frida said, and clapped her
hands.
Then she pulled on Paul’s sleeve and pointed to the
other side of the road. She had recognized her son and
two other men in a large SUV.
“One’s his boss,” Paul said, “the other one is the mayor.”
The men considered the sea of happy demonstrators
and the rebellious gardeners sceptically.
“This would be the perfect moment,” Frida mumbled,
looking up and down the road.
“What do you mean?” Paul asked.
“I have a little surprise. Wait…There! There they are!”
She pointed to the nearby crossroads and, moments
later, a broadcasting van pulled up in front of the park’s
entrance.
“Old contacts,” she winked at him.
Her former student got out of the van accompanied by
two cameramen, and greeted Frida and Paul. They wasted
no time in getting started on interviews and capturing
footage of the demonstration.
When Frida’s son spotted the camera team, he started
his car and angrily sped off with his accomplices. Frida
and Paul watched them drive off then turned to one another with triumphant smiles before joining the others.
They knew they hadn’t reached their goal by a long shot,
but on this day – a Friday, naturally – they had won the
fight.
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That evening, Frida fell into bed, exhausted. Even though
she was tired, she lay awake for a long time. She felt as
though she had been administered a big shot of hope. To
see so many people out on the street, despite the cold,
rainy weather, it boosted her courage immensely. It was as
though she had won a new family – a family made up of
people who all believed in a better future, and were ready
to transform their good intentions into actions. Why
shouldn’t this family of activists spread across the whole
world? A peaceful revolution driven by boundless cohesion and a love for life.
There was still a long road ahead of them – the park
hadn’t been saved yet and the climate crisis hadn’t been
overcome. But at least they had started. Their goal lay
somewhere in the unknown future and there was a chance
they would never reach it but, at least for the moment, it
felt good to be under way.
The most important thing now was to march on. To
keep up the crucial media coverage with creative actions
and civil disobedience, to support one another in times of
fear and discontent, and to keep inspiring one another on
the path towards a fairer and sustainable lifestyle. They
had to remember that individual and political changes
were equally important. I and us, inseparable like brother
and sister.
Perhaps the climate and environmental crisis was a
great opportunity for humanity to transform its miserable
focus on competitiveness into flourishing cooperation,
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stand that we are all moving through space on the same
sphere. To finally become one.
It was highly possible that it wouldn’t just be a big
chance, but the last chance. Without serious changes,
without a healthy community and without respect for
nature – how were we all to survive for more than a few
decades? Moreover, who in their right mind would want
to live for ever in a world like this?
A tragic end still hadn’t been reached, and they were
going to carry on while there was still hope. Old and
young, rich and poor, black and white – they all wanted a
happy future, and for that they needed a happy Earth.
Frida smiled once more.
Yes, they were many and they were growing stronger.
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Become part of the solution!

www.fridaysforfuture.org
www.rebellion.global
www.stopecocide.earth
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THE LIST OF ACTIONS









Money – change to an ethical bank
Food – more organic and fewer animal products
Clothes – second-hand or bio & Fairtrade
Waste – reduce, reuse, recycle
Electricity – from renewable energy
Mobility – more muscle power
Communication – discuss the problem
Politics – get involved together

Fridays for Frida is available as a free pdf @
www.fridaysforfrida.com
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